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Abstract 

 
Currently, many of the most valuable companies are powered by platform. These are 
extraordinarily successful businesses that manages to hold their powerful positions for 
decades. Industrywide platforms have ecosystems globally that have so far disrupted 
many areas of our lives and have enabled nearly every type of activity and exchange that 
can be imagined. Therefore, platforms have broadened their offerings and the disruption 
and innovation activities are expected to continue to transform the world for a long time.  
 
Amid of COVID-19, platform companies have provided technologies and services that 
have made the lockdowns and social distancing tolerable and which, in turn, have 
accelerated platforms growth in power and centrality. Platform giants have become the 
infrastructure for social interaction, and they have become clear conquerors as a point of 
business growth and creating value. A small group of firms have never in the history been 
so powerful than now. This in turn, gives opportunity to brand new research topics related 
to COVID-19 and platforms.  

 
This thesis bases its analysis to 315 news related to Facebook’s and Google’s actions amid 
of COVID-19 pandemic. I identified actions that were used to build eight different 
response strategies and six different rationales behind response strategies that Facebook 
and Google utilized. Most notably, Facebook respond to “infodemic” (rapid spread of 
accurate and inaccurate information about COVID-19) and Google started endorsing 
COVID-19 research and outbreak control. Both platform companies began to enhance 
their brand image to mitigate regulatory risk. Facebook maintained good user experience 
and attractiveness of the platform and exploited market size growth. In turn, Google was 
providing common goods and boosted their weakened advertising demand rationales. 
 

Keywords Platform, platform strategy, response strategy, platform leaders, crisis, 

COVID-19 
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Tiivistelmä 

Nykyään monet maailman arvokkaimmista yrityksistä ovat alustayrityksiä. Nämä ovat 
poikkeuksellisen menestyviä yrityksiä, jotka ovat onnistuneet pitämään vahvan asemansa 
vuosikymmenien ajan. Useiden alojen rajat ylittävillä alustoilla on maailmanlaajuisia 
ekosysteemejä, jotka ovat mullistaneet monia elämämme osa-alueita ja mahdollistaneet 
lähes kaikenlaisen toiminnan, jonka voi vaan kuvitella. Alustajohtajat ovat laajentaneet 
tarjontaansa ja niiden odotetaan mullistavan innovaatiotoiminnallaan maailmaa vielä 
pitkään. 

 
COVID-19 kriisin keskellä alustayhtiöt ovat tarjonneet teknologioita ja palveluja, jotka 
ovat tehneet rajoitukset ja eristykset siedettäviksi, ja jotka puolestaan ovat nopeuttaneet 
alustojen kasvua ja valta-asemaa. Alusta-jättiläisistä on tullut yhteiskunnan sosiaalisten 
kanssakäymisien infrastruktuuri, ollessaan selkeitä kriisin voittajia liiketoiminnan 
laajentamisen ja arvon tuottamisen suhteen. Pieni joukko yrityksiä ei ole koskaan ennen 
ollut yhtä vaikutusvaltaisia kuin nyt. Täten, COVID-19 kriisi ja alustat ovat antaneet 
mahdollisuuden täysin uudelle tutkimuskulmalle. 
 
Tämän tutkielman analyysi perustuu 315 uutiseen, jotka liittyvät Facebookin ja Googlen 
toimiin COVID-19-pandemian keskellä. Näiden tunnistettujen toimien perusteella 
määriteltiin kahdeksan reaktiostrategiaa ja kuusi perustetta Facebookin ja Googlen 
reaktiostrategioille. Erityisesti Facebook reagoi "infodemiaan" (oikean ja väärän COVID-
19 tiedon nopea leviäminen), kun taas Google edesauttoi COVID-19-tutkimusta ja taudin 
leviämisen torjuntaa. Molemmat alustayhtiöt pyrkivät parantamaan imagoaan kasvavan 
sääntelyriskin takia, Facebook kehitti käyttäjäkokemusta ja alustan houkuttelevuutta, 
sekä hyödynsi markkinoiden koon kasvua. Puolestaan Google tarjosi yhteisiä hyvää ja 
edisti heikkenevää mainonta-alaa. 
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COVID-19 
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1 Introduction 

Currently, many of the most valuable companies are powered by platform that are 

extraordinarily successful businesses that manages to hold their powerful positions for 

decades. Industrywide platforms have ecosystems globally that have so far disrupted many 

areas of our lives and have enabled nearly every type of activity and exchange that can be 

imagined. Therefore, platforms have made anything-as-a-service and the disruption and 

innovation are expected to continue to transform the world for a long time.  (Cusumano et 

al., 2020) 

Novel coronavirus (later named as COVID-19) is a humanitarian crisis which begin to spread 

from Wuhan in China in December of 2019. COVID-19 has reached every continent of the 

world and there was reported around 82 million coronavirus cases and 1.8 million deaths 

caused by the COVID-19 by the end of 2020 (WHO, 2020b). Amid of COVID-19, platform 

companies have provided technologies and services that have made the lockdowns and social 

distancing tolerable and which, in turn, have accelerated platforms growth in power and 

centrality. Platform giants have become the infrastructure for society’s response, and they 

have become clear conquerors as a point of view adoption and value capture. A single sector 

which holds small group of firms have never in the history been so powerful than now. 

(Kenney & Zysman, 2020) For example, booming of e-commerce caused Amazon to hire 

over 100,000 new warehouse workers after COVID-19 outbreak (Herrera, 2020b) and 

managed to increase their market value by $700 billion between March and August in 2020 

which is roughly take same size of Facebook (Herrera & Sherman, 2020). 

Similarly, Facebook and Google strengthened their power position during COVID-19 crisis 

but not without adversity. This thesis investigates actions that Facebook and Google made 

during COVID-19 and which helps to understand response strategies and rationales that 

platform companies has chosen during COVID-19 pandemic. 
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1.1  Research questions 

The research aims to investigate what kind of actions Facebook and Google have done in 

first three quarters in 2020. The COVID-19 pandemic started to spread all over the world 

from March onwards and therefore this study deals with the period before and after the 

COVID-19 outbreak. With found actions from Facebook and Google, the thesis is answering 

to following research questions: 

Question 1 Which response strategies platform companies 

had during crisis? 

Question 2 What are the rationales of response strategies 

from platform companies? 

1.2  Structure and description 

The thesis is separated into six different chapters. The following chapter from the thesis 

introduction (Chapter 2) introduces reader to background theory that consist of: (1) platform 

concept which is relevant to Facebook and Google, (2) platforms and COVID-19 which 

introduces relevant previous research from this topic and (3) mobile application industry 

during COVID-19 which reveals trends that are relevant platform leader companies. The 

chapter 3 (Methodology) defines the research design, data collection methods and data 

analysis methods of this thesis. This thesis used 315 news related to Facebook and Google 

from Wall Street Journal and TechCrunch sources between January and September in 2020 

to investigate their response strategies and rationales during COVID-19.  Next, Chapter 4 is 

company introductions for Facebook and Google. Both case companies are following hybrid 

strategy that holds complex platform ecosystem structure which are introduced briefly. 
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Following chapter (Chapter 5) reveals the results of this thesis. It provides model based on 

the three levels of Facebook and Google: (1) Actions, (2) response strategies and (3) 

rationales. Eight different response strategies and six different rationales were found for 

Facebook and Google. Response strategies and rationales are compared between Facebook 

and Google and conclusion will be addressed. Last chapter (Chapter 6) presents implications 

based on the results of this thesis analysis. Also, limitations and further research are presented 

in this chapter. 
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2 Theory 

This chapter aims to provide review of current platform theory and present the extremely 

recently risen research topic from platforms and COVID-19 interlinks. Lastly, mobile 

industry trends are presented which reflects the popularity of platforms by industries during 

COVID-19 outbreak. 

2.1  Introduction to platform concept 

Currently, many of the world’s most valuable and innovative public companies such as 

Amazon, Facebook, Apple, Microsoft, Alphabet (parent company of Google) and Uber are 

formed as digital platforms that aims to bring together multiple actors which enables platform 

growth through network effects (Cusumano et al., 2020). Many of these companies have 

exceeded or are close to exceed trillion dollars valuation which clearly emphasizes that 21st 

century is dominated by the platform companies and platform business model (Yoffie et al., 

2019). According to Cusumano et al. (2020) and Yoffie et al. (2019)  research between 

platform and non-platform companies with the same field of business, the following findings 

were noted: 

1) Profitability of platform companies were double. 

2) Growth of platform companies were twice as fast. 

3) Sales of the platform companies were reached with half the number of employees. 

There are multiple words used in the previous research to represent this business model and 

its phenomenon such as “platform”, “digital platform” and “platform economy”. Jennifer and 

Gwendolyn (2021) mentioned that “digital” refers to connecting distant participants with 
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unprecedented easily through Internet, and “platform” refers to companies that provides 

multiple inter-connected markets with various types of exchange, such as distributing and 

producing information or selling and buying goods. For example, Facebook is known as 

content distribution platform where exchange of information is realized, and Amazon 

Marketplace is used to exchange goods between buyers and sellers. In turn, platform sponsors 

with providers in platform which produce valuable complements to end customers means 

“platform economy” (Ceccagnoli et al., 2012; Gawer & Cusumano, 2015; Jacobides et al., 

2018). These ecosystems are built of contractors and third-party companies that enable 

platform companies to decrease labor pools required and bypass traditional supply chains 

(Cusumano et al., 2020). 

To enable interactions and exchange in the platform, there can be multiple customers or 

participant groups in the platform which are called as sides of the platform. Multisided 

platforms (MSPs) are technologies, services or products that add value mainly by 

empowering to interact between two or more participant groups or customer (Hagiu, 2015). 

Platform companies are facing strategic issues continuously from the launching of the 

platform to maintaining sustainable competitiveness through innovation activities. Aalto, 

Gustafsson & Lipiäinen (2020) identified five challenges for platform innovation and 

growth: high initial participation threshold, incomplete data market, shared digital assets, 

innovation in digital networks and regulation of digital platforms. Also, Hagiu (2015) 

introduced four strategic issues that multi-sided platforms face (Table 1):  

Table 1 Strategic issues of MSPs (Hagiu, 2015) 

Strategic issue Questions Rationale 

The number of 

sides 

1) How many sides should 

be in the platform? 

Right proportion of sides are 

requirement for platform to attract 

variety of actors to stay in the 

platform. No side of the platform will 

join without existence of others. 
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Design 

1) What functionalities and 

features should be in the 

platform? 

Functionalities and features can 

create customer value by decreasing 

transaction, search, and product 

development costs. 

Pricing 

1) What kind of pricing 

structure should be 

chosen by multi-sided 

platform? 

2) How much each sides of 

the platform should be 

charged? 

Many multisided platforms need to 

provide their offering for free or 

discounted prices to one side to 

enable get profits from other side of 

the platform. 

Governance 

1) Who can join to 

platform? 

2) What should be allowed 

to do by different sides of 

the platform? 

Easiness of interactions between third 

parties creates value for multisided 

platform. Therefore, regulation of 

third-party actions is key part of their 

strategy which effect on the customer 

proposition and the value of the 

platform ecosystem.  

 

One of the basic features of the platforms are network effects. Multisided platforms have 

“cross-side network effects” which means that increase in number of participants on the side 

increases the value to customers on the other side of a platform and vice versa. In turn, “one-

sided network effects” occurs when increasing number of participants increases the value of 

the participants on the same side. (Hagiu, 2015) As a result, self-sustaining positive-feedback 

loop is formed which increases the value of the platform with each new participant on either 

side (Cusumano et al., 2020). Recruitment takes care of itself when platform ecosystem 

becomes dominant and value distribution in the platform can become more skewed 

(Jacobides et al., 2018). Some of the multisided platforms have both cross-side network 

effects and one-sided network effect. For example, between Facebook users are one-sided 
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network effect and, in turn, cross-side network effect can be identified between third-party 

developers and users. 

Nowadays, there are many different types of platform and each of them are differentiated 

into unique individuals. Therefore, platforms have been categorized in many ways in 

research, for example based on how the network effects creates value for end users in the 

platform (Karhu, Heiskala et al., 2020). In turn, Cusumano et al. (2019) have announced 

distribution of platforms to transaction and innovation platforms (Figure 1): 

 

Figure 1. Platform types. Modified from (Cusumano et al., 2019) 

Transaction platforms are mainly online marketplaces or intermediaries which are formed to 

enable exchange of information, services, or goods between participants. The more functions 

and participants are in the platform, the more valuable and useful it becomes for end users. 

Transactions platforms enables to exchanges happen that otherwise would not occur. Earning 

logic for transaction platform is to charge transaction fees or charging for advertising. In turn, 

innovation platforms facilitate and speed up the development of complementary services and 
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products that add new assets or functionalities to the platform. Platform becomes more 

attractive for end users when there are more high-quality complements. Earning logic for 

innovation platforms is to sell or rent products. Selling plugin services or advertisements can 

be done if the platform is free for end users. Third, hybrid companies own both transaction 

and innovation platforms which together forms platform ecosystem. During the last decades, 

many strong innovation platforms have merged transaction platforms and vice versa into their 

platform ecosystem. Many of the platform leader companies are following the hybrid 

strategy.  (Cusumano et al., 2019; Cusumano et al., 2020)  

2.2  Platforms and COVID-19 

Novel coronavirus (later named as COVID-19) is a humanitarian crisis which began to spread 

from Wuhan in China in December of 2019. The virus was noticed by the authorities between 

late December and early January 2020. The WHO declared COVID-19 as a pandemic on 11th 

March 2020 when the virus started to spread all over the world. COVID-19 has reached every 

continent of the world and there was reported around 82 million coronavirus cases and 1.8 

million deaths caused by the COVID-19 by the end of 2020 (WHO, 2020). 

COVID-19 has been a factor to increase demand of many platforms but not without 

downsides. Platform companies have provided technologies and services that have made the 

lockdowns and social distancing tolerable and which, in turn, have accelerated platforms 

growth in power and centrality. Platform giants have become the infrastructure for society’s 

response, and they have become clear conquerors as a point of view adoption and value 

capture. A single sector which holds small group of firms have never in the history been so 

powerful than now. (Kenney & Zysman, 2020) However, there are multiple different 

platforms with different value creation which have been impacted scattered during COVID-

19. Table 2 shows platform types that have got advantages and disadvantages during 

COVID-19 outbreak: 
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Table 2 Winners and losers during COVID-19 outbreak. Inspired by (Kenney & 
Zysman, 2020) 

Type Examples 
Advantage / 

disadvantage 
Rationale 

Video 

conferencing 

technology 

Slack 

Zoom 

Tencent Meeting 

Google Meets 

Microsoft Teams  

Providing technical tools to learn, 

communicate and work remotely. 

Marketplaces 

Amazon 

Alibaba 

JD.com 

Walmart.com 
 

Ordering online and products 

delivered without face-to-face 

contact. 

Communication 

Tencent WeChat 

WhatsApp 

Telegram 

Messenger 
 

Keeping connected with friends and 

families during isolation. Increased 

demand during COVID-19. 

Entertainment 

Netflix 

YouTube 

PlayStation 

Xbox 

TikTok  

Isolation caused increased time to 

spend on the entertainment 

platforms. Entertainment platforms 

eases the boredom of isolation. 

Social media 

Facebook 

Pinterest 

Twitter 

Instagram 
 

Isolation caused increased time to 

spend on the social media 

platforms. Social media platforms 

ease the boredom of isolation. 

Technology 

AWS 

Azure 

Google Cloud 
 

Providing technologies and 

digitalizing business processes of 

companies worldwide. 

Food delivery 

Deliveroo 

DoorDash 

GrubHub 

Uber Eats 
 

Consumers are increasingly 

ordering food from restaurant 

instead of dining in-house. 

Ridesharing 

Uber 

Lyft 

Juno 
 

Social distancing has decreased 

traffic. Losing market value and 

laid off staff. 

Travel & rental 

Booking.com 

Expedia 

Airbnb 

FlipKey 

Hotels.com  

Travel restrictions have decreased 

traffic. Losing market value and 

laid off staff. 
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Video conferencing technologies, marketplace platforms, communication & messaging 

platforms, entertainment platforms such as video streaming and online gaming platforms, 

social media platforms, technology platforms and food delivery platforms have performed 

well during the COVID-19 crisis in general. In turn, ridesharing platforms and travel & rental 

platforms have suffered because of COVID-19 outbreak. Within the same type, platform 

companies have succeeded in their response strategies to COVID-19 differently. Wenzel et 

al. (2020) have identified four types of strategic responses to the crisis: retrenchment, 

persevering, innovating and exit. Retrenchment strategic response refers decreasing of scope 

of business activities through costs-cuts which could offset lost revenues. This usually is a 

short-term response in times of crisis which can lead to loss of synergy effects if implemented 

in long-term. In turn, persevering strategic response aims at observing the external 

environment while mitigating the impact of the crisis. This response can be necessary in 

medium-term in times of high uncertainty and not willing to implement strategic renewal too 

early. Crisis can be devastating for global economics but also opens space for innovation 

response strategy and opportunities through strategic renewal. Lastly, exit response strategy 

refers to discontinuation of business activities. This response can be valid when experiencing 

profitable businesses. 

Uber Mobility (previously Uber Rides) experienced 73 percent year-over-year decline in Q2 

in 2020 (Uber Investor, 2020). Despite of the Uber’s decreased ridesharing business in 

COVID-19 crisis, they started to seize opportunities from crisis and reformed their business 

model with implementing innovating response strategy. They introduced a new “Work Hub” 

which enabled to search and be employed to substitute gig work, for example, logistics, 

production, and customer services for Uber’s drivers. Work Hub was directly connected to 

their other already existing platforms such as food delivery platform Uber Eats, blue-collar 

shift work platform Uber Works and trucking platform Uber Freight, and many other external 

companies with agreements. (Rani & Dhir, 2020) Platforms have also enabled other non-

platform companies to survive or even grow their business during the COVID-19 crisis. For 

example, there is evidence from U.S. that Uber Eats platform enabled small restaurants to 

increase their received orders each hour and day, and increase total activity compared to 

closed “dining inside the restaurant” operations. These findings underscore that digital 
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business models may be permanent rather than temporary in the post-COVID economy. (Raj 

et al., 2020) 

The COVID-19 pandemic has pointed out how digital health solutions have strong potential. 

Also, telemedicine has become successful health model during pandemic as it decreases the 

risk of infection. Social media platforms such as Google Trends and Twitter have provided 

pandemic models, evolution of patients’ symports and public reaction to the pandemic over 

time. (Fagherazzi et al., 2020) In addition to sharing useful social media platform’s data to 

public health agencies, a growing amount of misinformation around COVID-19 started to 

spread social media platforms (Brennen et al., 2020). Also, WHO claimed that ongoing 

COVID-19 pandemic outbreak has been accompanied by large “infodemic” on March 2020 

(WHO, 2020a). Social media platforms have relied on fact-checkers which rated false content 

by removing them or attaching different kind of warnings to the side of the content. For 

example, English-language fact-checks increased by 900% between January and March. 

Also, it was found from the 225-sample analysis that 59% on Twitter, 27% on YouTube and 

24% on Facebook of posts rated as false remains up without warning labels. Problematic is 

that fact-checks have limited resources and the volume of different kind of coronavirus 

misinformation are continuously growing even faster. (Brennen et al., 2020) Social platforms 

have had many economic and social benefits during COVID-19 but have enabled destruction 

of shared situational awareness and mental model alignment. To clarify, shared situational 

awareness refers to understanding what we understand to be true and real in times of spread 

of fake news. In turn, mental model means reasoning process that individual does when 

thinking about how something works in real life. Destruction of these factors are affected by 

increase of misinformation through recommender algorithms, trusted individual platform 

users (influencers) and bots. (Bunker, 2020) 

2.3 Mobile application industry during COVID-

19 
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Nowadays, applications are most popular than ever, and all digital platform companies serves 

applications that enables users to enter their platform. Applications can be downloaded to 

multiple different devices with different operating systems, for example windows and mac 

PC, android and iOS mobile phone, smart TVs or even into smart watches. This section 

focuses to mobile application industry which causes an essential part of the traffic to 

platforms. Trends and movements in mobile applications industry may affect to actions and 

response strategies that platform companies’ choses during COVID-19 pandemic. 

COVID-19 has changed permanently the life as we know it before the pandemic. Social 

distancing, working from home, travel restrictions to other countries and digital connection 

with family and friends turned the world to mobile to be connected, informed, consume time, 

and decrease the spread of the COVID-19 (Sydow, 2020). Figure 2 illustrates the mobile 

application category growth within Q2, at the time when the COVID-19 pandemic began to 

spread around the world: 
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Figure 2 Mobile application category growth within Q2. Modified from (SensorTower, 
2020a) 

Mobile application reached all time high record of 37.8 billion downloads worldwide in 

second quarter of 2020 which supports the finding that most of the mobile application 

categories were on the rise after COVID-19 outbreak. Figure 2 indicates category growth in 

percentage but games category clearly dominates the industry when grouped by download 

units. COVID-19 had impacted particularly to business, health & fitness, and education with 

increasing demand for these categories and decreasing demand of travel, navigation, and 

sport related mobile applications. (SensorTower, 2020a) Business growth were driven by 
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video conferencing applications like Zoom, Google Meet, Microsoft Teams and WhatsApp 

Business. In turn, health & fitness category grow at the same time as gyms were closed and 

social distancing restrictions became more common. Also, COVID-19 tracing applications 

directly affects the rise of this category. Remote learning apps have become more important 

than ever amid COVID-19. Education category downloads were particularly driven by 

Google Classroom, Flipgrid and Seesaw in Q2. For descending categories, many sports and 

travel applications struggled because of stay-at-home orders as a result of COVID-19. 

However, sport applications downloads started to return to normal levels after major sport 

leagues resume play in Q3. In turn, navigation category holds different kind of GPS 

navigation applications and as well ride-sharing applications. Especially, Uber and Lyft saw 

decline in U.S. downloads in early March as the COVID-19 began to spread. Both 

experienced decline to quarter of downloads compared to pre-pandemic and slow growth 

have been seen in Q3. 

Top 10 applications grouped by worldwide downloads can be seen in Table 3: 

Table 3 Top 10 apps by worldwide download. Modified from (SensorTower, 2020; 
SensorTower, 2020b) 

Category Owner Application 
Q2 

downloads 

Q3 

downloads 

Business 
Zoom Video 

Communications 
Zoom #1 (~300M) #3 (~155M) 

Social 

Networking 
ByteDance TikTok #2 (~300M) #1 (~190M) 

Social 

Networking 
Facebook Facebook #3 (~180M) #2 (~155M) 

Communication Facebook WhatsApp #4 (~175M) #4 (~140M) 

Social 

Networking 
Facebook Instagram #5 (~140M) #5 (~135M) 
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Communication Facebook Messenger #6 (~140M) #8 (~110M) 

Health & 

Fitness 

Government of 

India 
Aarogya Setu #7 (~130M) 

Not among top 

20 

Business Google Google Meet #8 (~115M) #6 (~125M) 

Communication 
Telegram 

Messenger 
Telegram #9 (~80M) #9 (~85M) 

Photo & Video Google YouTube #10 (~75M) #16 (~55M) 

 

Table 3 holds download statistics from Apple App Store for iPhone and iPad, and from 

Google Play Store for android devices. Pre-installed apps are excluded. (SensorTower, 

2020b; SensorTower, 2020a) Since pre-installed applications are excluded from the statistics, 

especially applications that are published by mobile OS owners Google and Apple experience 

may not rank well. Thus, the popularity or use of applications cannot be directly inferred 

from the number of downloads. 

Video conferencing application Zoom was the most downloaded application worldwide 

during Q2 and placed as third ranking in Q3. TikTok, video-sharing social networking service 

from Chinese based company ByteDance placed as second ranking in Q2 which later rose to 

first place in Q3. Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, and Messenger from Facebook took 

places third to sixth in Q2 and were included to top 10 in Q3 as well. Aarogya Setu, COVID-

19 tracing application from Government of India placed at seventh in Q2 which was not 

anymore among top 20 downloaded apps in Q3. Google Meet placed as eighth and YouTube 

as tenth from Google in Q2 and both remained their position among top 20 applications in 

Q3. Communication application Telegram ranked as nineth in both Q2 and Q3. Other 

interesting highlight are video conferencing application Microsoft Teams which ranked as 

13 in Q2 and 15 in Q3. Amazon Shopping was the top application from shopping category 

and ranked as 18 in Q3. In turn, Google classroom was the top application from education 
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category and placed as 16 in Q2. Seventh most downloaded application worldwide in Q3 was 

video maker & editing application Snack Video which mainly got popularity in India. 

SensorTower (2020a; 2020b; 2020c) have presented top countries by mobile application 

downloads after each quarter and the top three countries are following: 

1. India, ~6.9B downloads in Q2 in 2020 (+40.8% compared to Q4 in 2019), ~7.8B in 

Q3 in 2020 (+59.2% compared to Q4 in 2019) 

2. U.S., ~3.8B in Q2 in 2020 (+18.8%), ~3.5B in Q3 in 2020 (+9.5%) 

3. Brazil, ~3.0B in Q2 in 2020 (+36.4%), ~2.9B in Q3 in 2020 (+31.8%) 

India have had rapid download growth in mobile application industry during recent years and 

have become one of the biggest internet markets. Even their state-popular applications such 

as COVID-19 tracing application Aarogya Setu and video editing application Snack Video 

rose on the worldwide top list although they were popular concentrically in India. It is 

assumed that platform leaders want to increase their presence in India and capture part of the 

market shares from the world biggest mobile application industry. 

Based on the top application grouped by downloads, especially Facebook and Google have 

benefited from the increased demand of mobile application industry during COVID-19 

pandemic. In turn, ride-sharing platform (for example Uber, Lyft) whose business processes 

do not run completely digitally have not benefitted from the COVID-19 pandemic. Since 

platform companies are famous for their innovation activities, it will be interesting to see 

whether they add new platforms, technologies or features related to emerging application 

categories – business, health & fitness, and education. Alternatively, platform companies 

may focus on the non-popular industries that do not have high presence or commonly used 

business models in digital world. For example, Zoom recently leveraged their platform 
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ecosystem by launching platform to turn in-person events into engaging online experiences 

through their “OnZoom” -tool (Graham, J., 2020). 
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3 Methodology 

This thesis uses qualitative case study approach to create understanding how Facebook and 

Google responded to COVID-19 crisis in 2020. Both case companies are leading in platform 

industry which receive the largest stake of revenue from advertising. This chapter clarifies 

research design, data collection and data analysis. 

3.1  Research design 

Digital platforms are new as a field of research and thus offers tremendously space for new 

research. Previously, for example, the evolution of platforms and their field of activities has 

been studied. However, this thesis was written under COVID-19 pandemic and it has brough 

a fresh and interesting series of event environment for new platform research — response 

strategies of platform companies during COVID-19 crisis. The thesis was decided to be done 

as qualitative cross-case study. The case study method is particularly suitable for research 

topics when there is not yet much literature available due to the freshness of the topic 

(Eisenhardt, 1989). Because of these circumstances, multiple platform leader companies 

were selected as a case company. Initially Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon, Apple, and Google 

were selected as case companies and data collection was performed for all these companies. 

However, the amount of data found was enormous and thus Facebook and Google were 

chosen as final case companies for research in this thesis. Also, Facebook and Google were 

chosen because they were extensively reported with high quality in news during COVID-19 

crisis which enabled wide enough sample of news (Siggelkow, 2007). Large sample of news 

improved the reliability and validation of response strategies that were created through 

inductive analysis for Facebook and Google (Gibbert & Ruigrok, 2010). Also, they have 

similarities like social media platform and advertising which enables to make inductive 

analysis in this thesis. Therefore, the analysis of this thesis is designed to compare extensively 

two case companies (rather than moderate analysis for multiple case companies) which are 

competing (Small, 2009).  
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Therefore, this thesis has two case companies whose actions, response strategies and 

rationales behind these will be investigated during COVID-19. The final framework and 

coding used to present the results in this thesis is following Gioia model (Gioia & Thomas, 

1996; Gioia et al., 2013). Also, the framework is particularly suitable for cross-case analysis 

tactic where categories or dimensions are selected and the within group similarities and 

differences are investigated  (Eisenhardt, 1989). Therefore, analysis of this thesis is both 

inductive (Locke, 2007) since analyzing and creating response strategies for case companies 

and comparative through comparison of these response strategies. Also, careful consideration 

of research design, theory building, precise definition of qualitative sources and evidence 

presentation in additional tables mitigates the common challenges of qualitative research and 

which have been focused on this thesis (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). 

3.2  Data collection 

Data collection was implemented through multiple news sources — Wall Street Journal and 

TechCrunch which are both respected and globally read news agencies. Wall Street Journal 

was chosen because of their business-focused and high-quality news. They are known by 

truthful reporting of events which are observed from several different angles which might 

create insights. In turn, TechCrunch is focusing on startup companies and frontier 

technologies. Also, they are frequently reporting about platform leaders (e.g. Facebook and 

Google) with creating a comprehensive knowledge in detailed level and their effects on the 

big picture. TechCrunch is one of the world most read technology news. Wall Street Journal 

and TechCrunch were chosen since they provided a lot of news related to COVID-19 and 

platform, and they both are high standing news publishers. Multiple data collection method 

is widely used in case studies since it provides stronger validation of constructs and 

hypotheses (Eisenhardt, 1989). Also, ProQuest service were used to read and retrieve news 

with multiple search criteria. The case company, for example Facebook, had to be mentioned 

in headline or in base text. Also, news had to deal with a case company which were 

automatically labeled by ProQuest algorithms. More specifically, mention of “Facebook” 

word does not necessarily guarantee that the news would primarily concern Facebook as a 
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company. Therefore, ProQuest algorithm found to increase probability that Facebook related 

news would be found. In this thesis, data collection was limited to news published between 

01 January 2020 and 30 September 2020 which covered the entire COVID-19 pandemic 

period at the time of data collection which was started on mid-September 2020. Also, 

ProQuest generated and provided tags for each news automatically by their algorithms and 

news needed to be linked to one or more of the following tags: “coronaviruses” or “COVID-

19” or “pandemics”. The search results by boundary conditions are specified in Table 4. 

Table 4 Constraints used in news selection 

 Facebook Inc. Google Inc. 

Company and news agency 
constraints 

6154 11705 

Date constraint 312 248 
Keywords constraint 94 47 
Wall Street Journal total 94 47 

      

Company and news agency 
constraints 

2613 5275 

Date constraint 314 266 
Keywords constraint 102 72 
TechCrunch total 102 72 

      

WSJ + TechCrunch total 196 119 

 

Therefore, total amount of news was 315 of which 196 concerned Facebook and 119 Google. 

These 315 news are presented in temporal distribution in Figure 3. 
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Both companies = the news concerns both companies 

Figure 3 The temporal distribution of news to Facebook and Google 

In March, the news that met the search criteria was published the most. During the same 

month, WHO declared COVID-19 a pandemic (Heater, 2020a) and disease started to spread 

over the world, for example, Europe became the epicenter of the pandemic (WHO, 2020). 

The number of news that met the search criteria decreased each month after March. 

3.3  Data analysis 

After data collection, timeline of events of Facebook and Google were formed. Data set were 

processed to timeline of events to be able to categorize similar type of events and compare 

events between both platform companies. Facebook events during COVID-19 crisis can be 

found on Table 5: 
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Table 5 Facebook events during crisis 

Date Event 

1.1.2020 
WHO requested more information related to cluster of atypical pneumonia 

cases in Wuhan from the Chinese authorities 

11.1.2020 First death to novel coronavirus 

29.1.2020 Restricted all nonessential employee travel to China 

31.1.2020 
Removing false information about novel coronavirus that are flagged by 

global health organizations 

31.1.2020 
Sharing anonymized mobility data to Harvard University and National Tsing 

Hua University to forecast and build models about spread of the virus 

2.2.2020 First death to novel coronavirus outside China 

2.2.2020 

WHO proclaims that ongoing novel coronavirus outbreak has been 

accompanied by a massive "infodemic" which makes hard for people to find 

trustworthy sources and reliable guidance about novel coronavirus 

11.2.2020 Cancelling the attendance to Mobile World Congress 2020 event 

13.2.2020 Over 50000 confirmed novel coronavirus cases in China 

27.2.2020 

Facebook confirmed that they will cancel its annual F8 developers 

conference. Donating $500,000 to mitigate the impact of the cancellation 

and host local students will get "an F8-inspired experience" instead 

3.3.2020 
Directing users who search for information related to coronaviruses on its 

platform to the WHO or local authority through automatic pop-up 

4.3.2020 

Tech companies including Facebook are partnering with WHO to feature 

trusted information about coronavirus at the top of the search results. 

Removing coronavirus-themed groups in Facebook with algorithms. 

4.3.2020 
Many organizations are fast-tracking technology projects to work remotely 

with ensuring safety 

5.3.2020 
There is price gouging for certain products in Facebook Marketplace 

platform 

6.3.2020 Offering as many free ads as they need for WHO 

6.3.2020 
Ensuring payments to contingent workers even if their work will be 

disrupted by novel coronavirus 

6.3.2020 Banning commercial listing and advertisements for medical face masks 

8.3.2020 
Recommended thousands of San Francisco-are employees to work from 

home 

11.3.2020 
The World Health Organization officially declared COVID-19 a pandemic 

at a press conference in Geneva 

12.3.2020 

Tech companies including Facebook are discussing with White House 

officials about how to diagnose coronavirus without visiting a doctor, how 

to predict spreading of virus and remove false information 

13.3.2020 
$10 million commitment to COVID-19 Response Fund and another $10 

million commitment to CDC Foundation 

13.3.2020 Over 1000 confirmed COVID-19 cases in U.S. 

13.3.2020 
Europe had become the epicenter of the pandemic with more reported cases 

and deaths than the rest of the world combined 
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13.3.2020 

Providing WHO's trustworthy information in top of Instagram news feed 

and implementing automated fact checks to Instagram content posted by 

users 

14.3.2020 
Alliance formed by the European Union has new focus: false information 

about the coronavirus. Facebook is part of the alliance. 

16.3.2020 

Most of Facebook employees are working from home. All the full-time 

employees get an additional $1000 to their next paycheck since they 

exceeded expectations during last six-month period 

16.3.2020 

Tech companies including Facebook sent a joint statement about fighting 

against "infodemic" and willing to aggressively moderate coronavirus 

content in their platform 

16.3.2020 

Facebook has sent home all 15,000 global content reviewer contractors until 

further notice and rely on more automated review technologies such as AI 

powered 

17.3.2020 

Announcing $100 million grant program for small businesses in 30+ 

countries where Facebook operates. Launching Business Hub with tips and 

resources to businesses to survive during ongoing outbreak 

18.3.2020 
Vodafone reported 50% increase in internet traffic in some European 

countries 

18.3.2020 
The European Commission is putting pressure on streaming platforms to 

reduce the internet traffic at least for the most critical working hours 

18.3.2020 

Announcing coronavirus information center which collect information from 

sources like CDC and WHO and which is in front of everyone who uses 

Facebook platform 

18.3.2020 

Announcing WhatsApp Coronavirus Information Hub in partnership with 

WHO, UNICEF and UNDP and donating $1 million to Poynter Institute's 

International Fact-Checking Network (IFCN) 

20.4.2020 
Australia is planning to require Facebook and Google to pay local media 

organizations for their news content 

21.3.2020 
Launching MyGov Corona Helpdesk WhatsApp bot in India to provide 

instant authoritative answers to coronavirus related queries 

21.3.2020 
Testing beta version of new feature called "Search from web". Enables to 

users in WhatsApp to get more context from web to received content 

23.3.2020 
Internet traffic is have risen to numbers which company normally registers 

during peak in New Year's Eve. Facebook is improving their infrastructures 

23.3.2020 

Providing free developer tools to governments and health organizations to 

Facebook messenger to combat COVID-19. Organizing virtual hackathon 

related to new messaging solutions  

24.3.2020 

Messaging across all platform services is up 50% and video messaging more 

than doubling in countries hit hard by the coronavirus compared to moth 

ago. In Italy, usage of all Facebook apps is up 70% and group video calling 

is up 1000% compared to month ago. 

24.3.2020 Advertisement demand have decreased for Facebook 

25.3.2020 
Facebook is working to expand testing and donating 720,000 masks to 

health workers in San Francisco 

26.3.2020 
Announcing Coronavirus Community Hub on Facebook messenger which 

offers tips, authoritative information, and other resources 
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26.3.2020 
According to Kantar's survey, WhatsApp greatest gains due to COVID-19 

among social media apps between March 13 and 24 

30.3.2020 
Facebook is pledging $25 million to emergency grant funding to smaller 

news outlets and $75 million in ad spending to help new outlets of all sizes 

30.3.2020 

Facebook has diverted from its policy when fact-checking politicians and 

removed video from Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro which was spreading 

false information related to COVID-19 

31.3.2020 
Introducing COVID-19 Community Help hub in Facebook which can be 

used to request help or help others during the coronavirus outbreak 

2.4.2020 
Facebook Messenger gets desktop apps for Mac and Windows after seeing 

100% increase in desktop video calling 

2.4.2020 
Initial jobless claims peaked to around 6.9 million in U.S. on 2 April which 

was 2435% increase compared to around 0.3 million claims on 19 March 

4.4.2020 
WHO reported that 1 million COVID-19 cases had been confirmed 

worldwide 

6.4.2020 

Facebook adds pop-up survey in their platform to U.S. users to help 

Carnegie Mellon University’s Delphi epidemiological research center to 

track next waves of COVID-19 symptoms 

7.4.2020 
Frequently forwarded messages can be resent only one time, down from five 

in WhatsApp 

8.4.2020 

Facebook has removed millions of ads and sales of masks, disinfecting 

wipes, hand sanitizers and test kits across Instagram and Facebook for 

COVID-19. Despite of the ban, Ghost Data have found 10,450 scam account 

in their platform which most of accounts are based on China during last or 

two months. 

10.4.2020 

China has bought political ads on U.S. social media sites during past two 

month to shape global perception around China's handling of the COVID-19 

outbreak 

10.4.2020 
The cost of Facebook 1,000 ad impressions fell 15% to 20% from February 

to March and in Instagram fell was 22% during same period 

16.4.2020 
Facebook will start alerting users about interactions with harmful false 

information about COVID-19 with the truth from authorities’ sources 

16.4.2020 
Facebook is cancelling all gatherings with 50 or more people until June 

2021 

17.4.2020 
Facebook introduces new reactions for caring each other’s that will appear 

alongside "thumbs up" reaction 

20.4.2020 
Facebook is banning posts and groups that are promoting anti-lockdown 

protests 

20.4.2020 Facebook Fundraisers has been expanded to India 

20.4.2020 
Facebook Gaming, live streaming app, launched to Android months before 

its planned June release date 

20.4.2020 

COVIDcast introduced which collects aggregated data related to COVID-19 

activity based on both Facebook and Google surveys. COVIDcast was 

created by Carnegie Mellon University’s Delphi epidemiological research 

center. 
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20.4.2020 

Facebook plans to expand data gathering of partnership survey project with 

Carnegie Mellon University’s Delphi epidemiological research center 

outside of the U.S. 

21.4.2020 

Facebook removed hundreds of thousands harmful misinformation posts and 

labeled 40 million posts with fact-checker in March. So far, two billion 

people have entered COVID-19 Information Center in Facebook to reach 

resources from health authorities 

21.4.2020 WhatsApp and WHO launched "Together At Home" sticker pack 

21.4.2020 
Facebook invested $5.7 billion to Reliance Jio Platforms which is the 

biggest telecom operator in India 

22.4.2020 Messenger kids was launched to 70+ more countries 

24.4.2020 

Introducing Messenger Rooms, invitation-based group video chat which can 

hold up to 50 people. Messenger Rooms are used as a new feature in 

Facebook Gaming, and in Facebook Dating as a "virtual date" 

26.4.2020 

Reliance Jio Platforms' Jiomart, an e-commerce venture and Facebook 's 

WhatsApp messaging platform are testing ordering system on WhatsApp in 

India 

27.4.2020 
Highly forwarded messages had dropped 70% in WhatsApp after the new 

restriction earlier this month 

28.4.2020 
Instagram launched a new way for users to fundraise for nonprofit 

organizations during Instagram Live event 

28.4.2020 
Facebook is aiming to provide loans and credits through WhatsApp pay in 

India 

28.4.2020 

SimilarWeb announced that there was world-widely 5 billion extra hours of 

screen time on the 100 most popular websites in March. That is 13% 

increase compared to February and largest monthly rise in recent years. 

29.4.2020 
Ad sales stabilized in April and advertisers are returning to the platform, 

Facebook announced 

4.5.2020 

Poynter Institute launches WhatsApp chatbot that will allow people to 

debunk over 4000 hoaxes related to coronavirus. Chatbot is based on over 

100 independent fact-checker in more than 70 countries 

4.5.2020 

Facebook users are now allowed to support local businesses, blood banks, 

nonprofit organizations and more through Community Help Hub. New 

click-for-delivery feature for restaurants and gift-card options. 

5.5.2020 Use of streaming services increased by 36% between February and March 

6.5.2020 
Facebook Discover initial testing phase launched in Peru which gives people 

access to websites for free 

11.5.2020 
Facebook revealed plans to organize virtual graduation event this week 

across Facebook and Instagram 

11.5.2020 
Facebook introduced a new section called "Businesses nearby" which allows 

to see posts from businesses within certain geographic radius 

19.5.2020 

Facebook launching shopping platform called "Facebook Shop" for small 

businesses and Live Shopping features will be added later. Facebook Shop is 

compatible to third-party platforms, for example Shopify, BigCommerce 

and Woo. 
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21.5.2020 

Group videoconferencing called Messenger Rooms were adapted to 

Facebook Workplace. Facebook is expanding their work-related features in 

Oculus virtual reality platform and in Portal video displays. 

26.5.2020 
Facebook launched CatchUp group audio phone call application which holds 

people up to 8, application is intended to audio only calls 

27.5.2020 
Launching application called "Collab" which is used to watching, mixing, 

and matching original videos together with music 

3.6.2020 
Facebook is banning dangerous financial product ads in their platform which 

have increased after biggest wave of job losses in U.S. 

9.6.2020 

Facebook is launching a new inbox on Facebook Messenger today to make 

it easier for businesses to respond to incoming customer messages from the 

same app they use to message friends and family 

15.6.2020 
Facebook launched Facebook Pay starting in Brazil which can be used to 

send and receive money through WhatsApp 

16.6.2020 
Users in the U.S. can turn off political advertising on the platform and 

announcing Voting Information Center to U.S. Facebook users 

20.6.2020 Stories with original reporting will be boosted in News Feed 

23.6.2020 
Announcing "Forecast" application which is community around predictions 

related to world events 

5.7.2020 
Facebook partnering with Central Board of Secondary Education in India 

and providing training to 10000 teachers and 30000 students 

9.7.2020 

New features to WhatsApp, QR codes which lets customers easily to 

connect with businesses and businesses can start sharing catalogs that are 

dynamic lists of items that can be ordered by users 

16.7.2020 
Launching Instagram Shop and Facebook Pay is available in U.S. for 

purchases and donations 

16.7.2020 
Facebook is labeling federal elected officials and candidates posts with link 

out to usa.gov/voting 

4.8.2020 

Facebook leased 730,000 square feet new office space in Midtown 

Manhattan in New York during almost all employees are working from 

home 

4.8.2020 

WhatsApp introduces pilot of new feature in their messaging platform: 

"Search the web" which enables to verify whether information is trustworthy 

or not 

6.8.2020 
Facebook removed President Trump's posts for violating Facebook's 

coronavirus misinformation rules 

7.8.2020 
Facebook allows employees to work from home until July 2021 and 

providing additional $1000 spend to home office needs 

13.8.2020 
Launching voting information hub which centralize election resources for 

U.S users in Facebook 

14.8.2020 New update allows businesses to host larger events through Facebook Live 

24.8.2020 
Facebook had removed 1.3 million sales ads or other content related to 

firearms between April and June 2020 

25.8.2020 
Redesigning Facebook Shop so favorite brands and creators can be searched 

more easily 

31.8.2020 
Facebook have partially documented and published their recommendation 

system to Facebook's Help Center and to Instagram's Help Center 
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3.9.2020 

Big theme in misinformation has been around COVID-19 and how scare 

tactics around this are used to dissuade people from voting. Facebook will 

immediately implement its plans to take down misinformation about voting. 

3.9.2020 
Facebook Watch is now receiving more than 1.25 billion user visits each 

month 

10.9.2020 Facebook launches a college only platform - Facebook Campus 

11.9.2020 

Facebook offering free paid time off to employees that wants to volunteer at 

the polls. Offering free advertising to state election authorities for the poll 

worker recruitment push. 

14.9.2020 
Facebook launches "Watch Together" co-viewing experience feature which 

works with videos, livestreams, music, and other content. 

dd.mm.yyyy = Case company specific events 

dd.mm.yyyy = Non case company specific events 

 

Likewise, Google events during COVID-19 crisis are presented in Table 6: 

Table 6 Google events during crisis 

Date Event 

1.1.2020 
WHO requested more information related to cluster of atypical pneumonia 

cases in Wuhan from the Chinese authorities 

11.1.2020 First death to novel coronavirus 

30.1.2020 Shutting down offices in China, Hong Kong and Taiwan 

2.2.2020 First death to novel coronavirus outside China 

2.2.2020 

WHO proclaims that ongoing novel coronavirus outbreak has been 

accompanied by a massive "infodemic" which makes hard for people to find 

trustworthy sources and reliable guidance about novel coronavirus 

13.2.2020 Over 50000 confirmed novel coronavirus cases in China 

27.2.2020 
Cloud-based business communication services are 40% popular compared to 

start of the year 

29.2.2020 

Unofficial novel coronavirus mobile tracking apps have become very 

popular in South Korea, blaming around Google and Apple for not 

implementing policies around tracing apps 

2.3.2020 
Cancelling physical part of Cloud Next event and organizing digital only 

version by Google 

4.3.2020 

Tech companies including Google are partnering with WHO to feature 

trusted information about coronavirus at the top of the search results. In 

YouTube, trusted health organizations will get promoted for their videos and 

removing videos related to misinformation. 

4.3.2020 
Many organizations are fast-tracking technology projects to work remotely 

with ensuring safety 

4.3.2020 
Google announced its plans to open four new data centers: Toronto 

(Canada), Melbourne (Australia), Doha (Qatar) and Delhi (India) 
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4.3.2020 Recommending that employees in Washington state should work remotely 

10.3.2020 
Recommending that employees in North America should work remotely for 

the rest of March 

10.3.2020 
Announcing COVID-19 fund for vendors and temporary staff across the 

world 

11.3.2020 
The World Health Organization officially declared COVID-19 a pandemic 

at a press conference in Geneva 

11.3.2020 
Cancelling physical part of Brandcast event and organizing digital only 

version by Google 

12.3.2020 

Tech companies including Google are discussing with White House officials 

about how to diagnose coronavirus without visiting a doctor, how to predict 

spreading of virus and remove false information 

13.3.2020 Over 1000 confirmed COVID-19 cases in U.S. 

13.3.2020 
Europe had become the epicenter of the pandemic with more reported cases 

and deaths than the rest of the world combined 

13.3.2020 

Google and Google employees donated $6.5 million to relief efforts related 

to COVID-19, Google also donated $25 million in ad credits to WHO and 

government agencies 

14.3.2020 
Alliance formed by the European Union has new focus: false information 

about the coronavirus. Google is part of the alliance. 

14.3.2020 
Health technology company called Verily has opened COVID-19 web 

screening site which is owned by Alphabet 

16.3.2020 

Tech companies including Google sent a joint statement about fighting 

against "infodemic" and willing to aggressively moderate coronavirus 

content in their platform 

16.3.2020 

YouTube warns about increased video removals during COVID-19 crisis, 

they are relying more to machine learning technologies instead of human 

reviewers 

17.3.2020 Postponing Cloud Next virtual event 

17.3.2020 
Warning Android developers that application review times will much longer 

in Play Store due to reduce in-office staffing levels 

18.3.2020 Pausing upcoming Chrome and Chrome OS releases  

18.3.2020 
Vodafone reported 50% increase in internet traffic in some European 

countries 

18.3.2020 
The European Commission is putting pressure on streaming platforms to 

reduce the internet traffic at least for the most critical working hours 

20.3.2020 
Launching COVID-19 information portal which have searching features, 

safety tips and official information. Coronavirus is the biggest search topic 

22.3.2020 
Joining to private/public consortium which serves supercomputing resources 

available to COVID-19 researchers 

25.3.2020 
Google's DeepMind AI unit is working on to find vaccine to COVID-19 and 

Verily life-sciences research unit is working on virus detection 

26.3.2020 Temporarily banning face mask ads from Google's sites 

26.3.2020 Restarting Chrome and Chrome OS releases 

27.3.2020 

Google announced about donation of $800 million worth in ad credits and 

loans to help government organizations and small businesses to respond to 

COVID-19 crisis 
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1.4.2020 

Coalition of technology companies unveiled Pan-European Privacy-

Preserving Proximity Tracing (PEPP-PT) fully privacy-preserving approach 

standard for COVID-19 tracing apps in EU 

2.4.2020 
Initial jobless claims peaked to around 6.9 million in U.S. on 2 April which 

was 2435% increase compared to around 0.3 million claims on 19 March 

2.4.2020 
Helping public-health officials with use of Google's data about people 

movements and to identify places which requires social-distancing measures 

3.4.2020 

Google rolls back their recent changes for cookies that are used to track web 

traffic. New change restricted access to some essential services like banking, 

online grocery, or government services during COVID-19 pandemic. 

4.4.2020 
WHO reported that 1 million COVID-19 cases had been confirmed 

worldwide 

8.4.2020 
GU holding opened regional internet fiber optic link between the U.S. and 

Taiwan which is subsidiary of Google. The original goal w 

10.4.2020 
Google introduces new features related to Maps and Search engine which 

highlights virtual care options which could reduce in-person visits to doctors 

10.4.2020 

Apple and Google partnered together to create decentralized contact tracing 

tool. In first phase they plan to create API for public health agencies and in 

second base contacts tracing system which would work in both iOS and 

Android. 

10.4.2020 

China has bought political ads on U.S. social media sites during past two 

month to shape global perception around China's handling of the COVID-19 

outbreak 

10.4.2020 
The cost of Google 1,000 ad impressions fell 15% to 20% from February to 

March 

14.4.2020 

Google News Initiative and Stanford University introducing new tool and 

API for local journalists which enables them to embed customized up-to-

date map of COVID-19 cases in U.S. 

15.4.2020 

Google is providing financial support through its Emergency Relief Fund 

program to local newsrooms since economic fallout of the COVID-19 

pandemic. Fund is part of Google News Initiative. 

15.4.2020 Google is adding "Teacher Approved" section to Google Play store 

15.4.2020 
Google is slowing down recruitments and recalibrating focus and timing of 

investments to data centers and machines 

20.4.2020 
Google wants to limit the information that key auditor of advertisement 

receive from advertising in YouTube 

20.4.2020 

COVIDcast introduced which collects aggregated data related to COVID-19 

activity from both Facebook and Google surveys. COVIDcast was done by 

Carnegie Mellon University’s Delphi epidemiological research center. 

20.4.2020 
Australia is planning to require Facebook and Google to pay local media 

organizations for their news content 

22.4.2020 

Google Meet gets new tiled layout feature that is similar compared to 

Zoom's Gallery View, enabling to use higher quality video, AI powered low 

light mode and noise cancellation features 

22.4.2020 

Google is continuously strengthening their data center infrastructure since 

they have seen dramatic increase in their usage. Intel Corp data-center sales 

increased by 43% in Q1.  
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23.4.2020 
Google is requiring advertisers to verify their identities to purchase ads 

which is part of the actions related to misinformation of COVID-19 

24.4.2020 

Apple and Google revealed more information about their upcoming 

"exposure notification" technology which is based on decentralized 

protocols. Germany, France and UK want to build centralized version of 

COVID-19 tracing app and they are creating pressure against Google and 

Apple. 

28.4.2020 

SimilarWeb announced that there was world-widely 5 billion extra hours of 

screen time on the 100 most popular websites in March. That is 13% 

increase compared to February and largest monthly rise in recent years. 

28.4.2020 

Google's advertising revenue grew 10% in Q1 which is slowest grew since 

2010. Advertising business was heavily exposed by traveling and small 

business markets during last weeks of Q1. 

29.4.2020 
Apple and Google released first testing version of exposure notification API 

which can nations use to develop contact tracing COVID-19 application 

29.4.2020 

Google is changing its video meeting tool Meet tool to free to use for 

businesses. Free meetings cannot last longer than 60 minutes and requires 

creating G Suite account 

29.4.2020 Google Cloud opened their Las Vegas data center region 

4.5.2020 
Google integrates Meets to Gmail accounts which enables to join video 

meetings with Gmail accounts 

5.5.2020 Use of streaming services increased by 36% between February and March 

6.5.2020 
Delaying release of Android 11 by a month and launching it in Android 

centric online event in I/O developer conference 

7.5.2020 
Google abandoned its plans to develop a smart city near to Toronto due to 

economic uncertainty and pressure on the local real-estate markets 

7.5.2020 
Google announced new app called "Read Along" which is focused to 

elementary school students 

11.5.2020 

Google started pilot project in collaboration with Mount Sinai hospital to try 

Google Nest cameras to provide remote care monitoring and communication 

to patients 

12.5.2020 
Google is helping states in U.S. to renew their technologies to solve issues 

with busy phone lines and website crashes 

18.5.2020 

Google is piloting simplified interface smart device called Nest Hub Max for 

elderly people to enable families keep connected and feel less isolated amid 

the COVID-19 lockdown 

18.5.2020 

Apple and Google released first public version of exposure notification 

technology which allows public health agencies to define what constitutes 

potential exposure in terms of time and distance 

3.6.2020 
Google is banning dangerous financial product ads in their platform which 

have increase after biggest wave of job losses in U.S. 

6.6.2020 YouTube organizes virtual graduation event 

8.6.2020 

Introducing new features related to Google Maps: travel restrictions, 

COVID-19 checkpoints, crowdedness of public transport and eligibility and 

facility guidelines related to COVID-19 testing centers 
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29.6.2020 

Google is introducing free product listing instead of paid ads to aid 

businesses struggling to connect with shoppers during COVID-19 and to 

fight with Amazon e-commerce in search results 

29.6.2020 
Google adds local COVID-19 news section to its Google News platform to 

highlight critical COVID-19 related information 

8.7.2020 
Google cancelled their cloud project which aimed to build processing 

infrastructure to China due to geopolitical and pandemic-related concerns 

13.7.2020 

Google partnered with CBSE, Indian Education Government to deliver 

digital learning experiences to 22,000 schools in India. Google plans to 

invest $10 billion to India over the next five to seven years to help digitalize 

education experience 

14.7.2020 

Google announcing the confidential computing technology which encrypts 

data while it is processed to Google Cloud. Also, Google revealed that they 

have revealed new set of dimensions to Google Cloud every week during 

pandemic. 

27.7.2020 Google allows employees to work from home until July 2021 

31.7.2020 
Decline in Google's advertising revenue have pushed down their quarterly 

revenue compared to year ago in the first time of company history 

31.7.2020 
Google's Cloud-computing services reported 43% rise in revenue over the 

Q2 

6.8.2020 

Google has partnered with Maharashtra state in India which is one of the 

largest states and providing digital classrooms to tens of millions of students 

and teachers 

10.8.2020 
Google launched personal virtual visiting cards to its Search Engine in India 

which competes with LinkedIn 

11.8.2020 
Google Ventures-backed company called Savioke is investigating whether 

hotel robots could be solution to cut unsafe interactions in hotel industry 

12.8.2020 
Google expanded its job app, Kormo Jobs, to India to get more presence to 

job-related search queries 

17.8.2020 
Google cloud have recently hired aggressively and formed partnerships with 

big system integrators to help to grow their retail business markets 

10.9.2020 
Google revealed that they are eliminating political autocomplete suggestions 

related to U.S. presidential election 

30.9.2020 

Google announced next generation smart-home and mobile products which 

are compatible with COVID-19 era. Chromecast streaming-media player, 

Smart speaker Nest Audio and 5G capable Pixel smartphone which are 

complementary products for Stadia game streaming platform and 

touchpoints for Google Home smart home platform. 

dd.mm.yyyy = Case company specific events 

dd.mm.yyyy = Non case company specific events 

 

Each of Facebook’s and Google’s events were labeled and categorized to same type of events. 

Also, response strategies were formed and linked to categories of actions based on the 
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insights after data collection and detailed analyze of data set. Also, some of the author of 

news expressed opinion of response strategies that Facebook and Google were using, and 

these were also taken into account and considered in this analysis. Hereafter, rationales were 

formed and linked to response strategies. Final figure of categorized events, response 

strategies and rationales behind response strategies can be found on Figure 4 under result 

section. Lastly, actions, response strategies and rationales were compared between Facebook 

and Google and presented in Table 7 and Table 8. The comparison for response strategies 

were implemented by considering the extent of usage for each of the response strategies 

separately for Facebook and Google. Also, extent of usage for response strategies were 

scored based on three-point scaling: limited, moderate and wide. Careful consideration of the 

number of actions and their relevance (e.g. significancy of action in terms of possible impact, 

how significantly action was covered in the news and possible mention of relevancy in the 

news) produced the final score for extent of usage for each response strategy. In turn, 

estimated impact of rationales to taken actions by platform companies were derived based on 

the average of response strategies scores that are linked to rationale. Three-point scaling of 

response strategies were converted (i.e. limited: 1, moderate: 2 and wide: 3) to numbers 

which allowed to calculate the average for rational. Finally, the score of each rationale’s 

impact were rounded to the nearest whole number and converted back to qualitative 

definition (i.e. limited impact, moderate impact and wide impact). 
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4 Company introductions 

This chapter introduces Facebook and Google which are the case companies of this thesis. 

Facebook’s and Google’s hybrid platforms are presented and brief history of criticism that 

these platform companies have faced will be introduced. 

4.1 Facebook 

Social networking platform Facebook was launched in 2004 and initially it was limited to 

Harvard University students only. Later, registration and use of the platform was allowed for 

everyone in Facebook and messaging service, Facebook Messenger was introduced. Also, 

Facebook has made acquisitions of which the most popular are messaging service WhatsApp, 

social networking platform Instagram and virtual reality platform Oculus.  (Facebook, 2020a) 

Facebook gets 99% of their revenue from the advertising business in Q3 in 2020 (Facebook, 

2020b). Initial core purposes of the Facebook were to share posts and images to visible into 

your network, Messenger, and WhatsApp to send messages to selected contacts and 

Instagram to share images to your social network. Nowadays, all these platforms serve a lot 

more use cases with wider range of features and increasingly linked to each other’s. For 

example, Facebook has Facebook Marketplace, Facebook Shop, and Instagram Shop that 

both enables sale and purchase of goods within the social network platform with optionally 

using their own transaction service, Facebook Pay. Facebook Live enables to send live stream 

directly to the feed, Facebook Gaming is platform for live streams related to games. On the 

other hand, Instagram allows chatting with contacts trough Instagram Direct, Facebook 

Messenger and WhatsApp are increasingly used for customer service purposes by businesses. 

Also, Facebook has sub social network ecosystems that are separated from the main social 

network platform, Facebook Workplace for businesses communities and Facebook Campus 

for university campus communities. These were just a part of the set of features which 

platforms have experienced. Facebook is expanding their business tremendously in many 

different directions with their innovation activities. In recent years, U.S. President elections 
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in 2016 are still overshading Facebook when Russia was alleged to have manipulated 

elections through Facebook (e.g. Madrigal, 2017). Also, Cambridge Analytica scandal 

questioned the security of private data that Facebook handles. Lastly, Facebook algorithms 

has been claimed to drive people apart and increasing sensationalism and polarization 

globally. (Horwitz & Seetharaman, 2020) The presentation of stories in Facebook may be 

intended to provoke public excitement and interest, at the expense of accuracy. Likewise, 

division into multiple sets of opinions or beliefs has been claimed to be thriving by Facebook 

algorithms. 

4.2 Google 

Google was founded in August 1998 when developing searching engine that would organize 

individual pages on the World Wide Web through links. Nowadays, Google is most well-

known by their Google search but also hundreds of their products that are used by billions of 

people globally. A few examples are video sharing platform YouTube, mobile operating 

system Android and email service Gmail. (Google, 2020a) Google is the main subsidiary of 

its parent company Alphabet. Any activities referred to Alphabet has been represented as 

Google in this thesis.  

Google offers their main searching tool Google Search and multiple more specified searching 

tools such as Google Scholar (academic publications), Google Shopping (listing of goods) 

and Google Finance (e.g. stock market). Also, they have work and productivity tools such as 

Google Docs, Google Sheets and Google Slides, cloud storage service Google Drive, instant 

messaging tool Google Chat, and video chat service Google Meet. Other popular products 

are language translation tool Google Translate, mapping and navigation tools Google Maps, 

Google Earth, and Street View. Also, they are involved in development of Google Chrome 

web browser and Android mobile operating system. Sharing and sourcing content is possible 

through their video sharing platform YouTube, blog publishing platform Blogger, podcast 

hosting platform Google Podcasts, and news sharing platform Google News. Mobile phone 
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applications can be sourced from Google’s Play Store, payments can be made through 

Google Pay, AI powered voice speech controlled virtual assistant is provided through Google 

Assistant, and home technologies can be managed and controlled through Google Home. 

Google has hardware in their portfolio as well such as ChromeBook laptops, Pixel 

smartphones, Google Nest Cameras, digital media player Chromecast and Stadia controller 

used in their cloud gaming platform Stadia. 

Google’s revenues are distributed between Google advertising (~80%), Google Cloud (~7%), 

Google other (~12%) in Q3 in 2020 (Alphabet, 2020). Google advertising are the most 

important source of revenue which is also reflected in their wide range of services in their 

advertising platform (also known as Google ads). Google AdSense and Google ad manager 

are ad exchange platforms that holds network of advertising spaces in websites and 

advertisers that are willing to offer bids from ads. Likewise, Google AdMob has similar 

purpose but for mobile ads and Google Ad Grants is program for free advertising for 

nonprofit organizations. In turn, advertising is supported by wide range of analytic tools that 

are served through Google Marketing Platform and Google Analytics. In turn, Google’s 

continuously growing industry is their cloud computing platform, Google Cloud. It serves 

virtual assets such as virtual machines and physical assets such as hard disk drives and 

computers which forms massive infrastructure that companies can be used as a service 

(Google, 2020b). Also, Google Cloud holds wide range of products such as databases, data 

analytics, internet of things and AI and machine learning (Google, 2020c) which companies 

can address to their specific requirements. 

During recent years Google have increased their power and influence and owns a dominant 

position in the online advertising industry through Google Search and wide advertising space 

network. On the other hand, increased dominance has been followed by increased regulatory 

risk. The European Union’s antitrust regulator and the Justice Department in U.S. have 

started lengthy investigation around Google’s anticompetitive tactics (e.g. Drozdiak & 

Schechner, 2017; Kendall & Copeland, 2020; Schechner & Pop, 2020). Previously, Google 

has faced record fines in antitrust violations related to data collection practices. These 
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includes advertising, ad targeting and search service Google Search which is the gateway of 

the internet. 
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5 Findings 

In this chapter thesis findings, i.e. actions, response strategies and rationales from Facebook 

and Google are presented in Figure 4. From this model, links between these different levels 

to each other can be seen. Next each of the eight response strategies are presented in detailed 

which is followed by detailed presentation of six different rationales. Also, each response 

strategy links is colored to improve visualization. Lastly, response strategies and rationales 

are compared between Facebook and Google and conclusions will be addressed. 
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Action 
  

Response 

strategy        
Rationale 

            
(F, G) Launching centralized information hub within platforms     

Leveraging 
trustworthy 

information 

            
 

(F) Labeling messages with fact-checker              

(F, G) New information section on top of the search results                 

(F, G) Recommendation algorithm changes                

    
 

         
Enhancing 

brand image to 

mitigate 
regulatory risk 

(F, G) Removing products, posts, videos and groups related to false information     
Increasing 

control to 
content and 

false 

information 

           

(F, G) Tightening advertising policies                
(F, G) Impairing the visibility of false information content               

(F) Moderating content based on fact-checker              

(F) Alerting users about interaction with harmful false information                

(G) Updates to review policies in app store                

    
             

(F) New features to facilitate running business in platform     

Increasing 
presence in e-

commerce 

            Maintaining 
good user 

experience and 

attractiveness 
of the platform 

(F) Launching marketplace platform                 

(F) Making easier to find and interact with local businesses                

(F) Launching business hub with tips and resources for small businesses                

(G) Free product listing for businesses in search engine                 

(F) Enabling parties to be supported within platform                   

   
 

             

(F, G) Improving competitiveness of interaction tools with new features     

Enhancing 
interaction and 

streaming 

features in 
platforms 

             

(F, G) Lowering threshold to start using video meeting tools                  Maintaining 
platform 

business 

growth and 
competitiveness 

(F, G) Organizing virtual events                  

(F) Launching live streaming platform                  

(F, G) Announcing complementary products and features to streaming platform                  

(F) Launching college only social media platform                  

(F) Geographical expansion of interaction tools availability                  

    
 

             

(F, G) Commitment to health care and isolation with digital solutions     

Endorsing 

COVID-19 

research and 
outbreak 

control 

              

(F, G) Execution of social distancing policies internally                  

Exploiting 

market size 
growth 

(F, G) Cancellation of physical events                 

(F, G) Sharing anonymized data to build forecast models about spread of the virus              

(G) Features to Maps and Search engine to leverage awareness of COVID-19                

(G) Providing new API for contact tracing applications                 

(G) Working on and providing computing resources to vaccine research                  

   
 

             

(F, G) Providing solutions for the digitization of education     

Strategic 
expanding in 

India 

             

(G) Improving virtual recruitment                 
Boosting 

weakened 

advertising 
demand 

(F) Enabling ordering and payment transactions within messaging platform               

(F) Expansion of fundraising feature               

(F) Launching chat bot within messaging platform                

    
 

             

(G) New applications for the cloud computing technologies     Adapting 

datacenters 
and 

infrastructure 

due to 
increased 

traffic 

             

(G) Data center extensions                  

(F, G) Adapting infrastructure to growing demand                  

Providing 

common good 

(G) Exit in cloud computing processing infrastructure in China                 

               

    
 

             

(F, G) Advertising donations and grants     

Donation and 
financial 

support 

              

(F, G) Donations to health care and COVID-19 response            
(F, G) Financial support to staff               

(F, G) Grant program and loans to small businesses              

(G) Providing computing resources to COVID-19 researchers             

(F, G) Financial support to news agencies                 

(F) Donating to development of Fact-Checking Network               
 

 = Comprehensive link between response strategy and rationale 
 = Partial link between response strategy and rationale 

Figure 4 Links between actions, response strategies and rationales 
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5.1  Response strategies 

Eight different response strategies were identified based on the thesis analysis and these are 

presented detailed in this chapter. Response strategy in this context means how Facebook 

and Google responded to COVID-19 outbreak and the crisis. Each of the response strategy 

contains several actions which supports the selected response strategy. 

5.1.1  Leveraging trustworthy information 

Leveraging trustworthy information means set of actions from the platform company which 

enables authoritative information to gain visibility through their platform. Through Facebook 

and Google (e.g. Facebook social media platform main page and Google Search) platform 

companies can reach many people worldwide and owns significant amount of internet traffic. 

By leveraging trustworthy information from authoritative health agencies, Facebook and 

Google proved that their platforms can be utilized as an emergency channel as well. All the 

actions below explain more detailed how this emergency channel was implemented during a 

global crisis. 

WHO announced that ongoing coronavirus pandemic has raised harmful “infodemic” 

phenomenon which makes hard for people to find reliable guidance and trustworthy sources 

about coronavirus during early February (Horwitz, 2020a; WHO, 2020). Month later many 

technology companies like Google, Facebook and Twitter have partnered with WHO to 

feature its information at the top of search results  (Herrera, 2020a; Shieber, 2020). In 

addition to Facebook platform, similar feature was added on top of the home feed on 

Instagram which provides information from legitimate health organizations (Constine, 

2020c). Likewise, Google promoted content by trusted health organization for searches in 

YouTube platform as well (Herrera, 2020). In addition, Facebook offered as many ads as 

WHO needs (Horwitz, 2020) and Google gave ad grants with worth of 250$ million to over 

100 different government organizations globally including WHO (Matney, 2020). These 
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actions were starting points to leverage trustworthy authoritative information and turning 

social media platforms to emergency broadcast systems by Facebook and Google.  

Discussion and searches around novel coronavirus accelerated during mid-March when 

WHO declared COVID-19 as pandemic (Heater, 2020), USA had over 1000 confirmed 

COVID-19 cases (WHO, 2020) and epicenter of the pandemic moved to Europe with having 

more death and confirmed cases than rest of the world in total (WHO, 2020).  Both Facebook 

and Google continued efforts to highlight in front of everyone authoritative health 

information about COVID-19 when using their services. Facebook announced coronavirus 

information center in Facebook in partnership with CDC and WHO (Hatmaker, 2020f), 

partnering with UNICEF, UNDP and WHO to launch similar COVID-19 info center in 

WhatsApp (Singh, 2020q) and coronavirus community hub on Facebook Messenger (Singh, 

2020d). Likewise, Google launched COVID-19 information portal (Lunden, 2020c). In India, 

Facebook launched MyGov Corona Helpdesk bot in WhatsApp which provides fast 

authoritative answers for COVID-19 related questions (Singh, 2020k). All of these 

centralized COVID-19 centers aim to reduce the spread of rumors by informing about the 

disease with providing resources, tips and guidance from collected information from trusted 

sources. 

Most of the new features on platform were introduced on March and kept in use during the 

COVID-19 crisis. There were already two billion visits to COVID-19 information center in 

Facebook in the first month (Alpert, 2020a). However, Facebook and Google had a few 

actions between May and August. Facebook implemented new “search from web” feature to 

WhatsApp which enables users to check with browser whether the statement in message is 

true or not (Singh, 2020p). Also, Poynter Institute’s Fact-Checking Network (IFCN) was 

invested by Facebook by 1$ million (Singh, 2020) and later Poynter Institute launched fact-

checker to WhatsApp which is able to debunk over 4000 different hoaxes around COVID-

19 (Singh, 2020l). In turn, Google continued their efforts by adding local COVID-19 news 

section to their Google News platform which could provide, for example, community 

reopening timelines, school openings and local healthcare instructions (Perez, 2020k). Later, 

Facebook utilized COVID-19 information center and fact-checkers for different context – 
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U.S President elections. Voting information center was launched and federal elected officials 

and candidates post were labeled with link to government voting information site (Hatmaker, 

2020g). It was aimed to prevent similar manipulation of U.S President elections through 

social channels that happened in 2016. Also, there was uncertainty related to post voting and 

safety of voting under COVID-19 crisis which was self-centrally contributed by President 

Trump. 

Rationales behind “Leveraging trustworthy information” -response strategy are 

comprehensively to enhance brand image to mitigate regulatory risk and partly to provide 

common good. Details from rationales will be examined later under rationales sub-chapter. 

5.1.2  Increasing control to content and false 

information 

Increasing control to content and false information means that the platform company are 

adjusting governance of their platforms which affects what people can do in their platforms, 

and to how open the platform is. Adjustments to governance led to high number of removals 

of content that were not in line with the rules. Also, platform companies implemented content 

labeling to those where reliability was not evidenced. Such a powerful controlling on content 

sharing have not seen before from Facebook and Google. This has been a significant response 

strategy for Facebook and Google which indicates that they are willing to do actions to 

decrease and prevent the misuse of their platforms. 

WHO announced that ongoing coronavirus pandemic has raised harmful “infodemic” 

phenomenon which makes hard for people to find reliable guidance and trustworthy sources 

about coronavirus during early February (Horwitz, 2020; WHO, 2020). Tech companies 

including Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter, and Reddit sent a common statement that 

they are elevating authoritative information to their platform and combating against 

misinformation and fraud about the coronavirus (Nguyen, 2020b). Platform leaders had co-
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operation with White House officials (Grind & Winkler, 2020) and the European Union 

(Fontana, 2020) related to false information. First findings from increased moderation in 

platforms were that Facebook was removing misinformation about novel coronavirus that 

were flagged by global or local health organizations  (Seetharaman, 2020b). Also, 

coronavirus-themed groups were removed in Facebook, medical masks banned from 

Facebook Marketplace (Hatmaker, 2020b), fact-checkers utilized more widely to remove 

content in Facebook and Instagram (Constine, 2020). Likewise, Google started to remove 

videos from YouTube that provides misinformation related to novel coronavirus  (Herrera, 

2020). Also, Google’s Play Store tightened review policies for coronavirus related apps 

combined to reduced in-house staffing levels caused longer review times for new apps (Perez, 

2020c). Both Facebook and Google temporarily banned medical mask advertisements in 

March since limited availability of masks caused extensive counterfeits and price gouging 

across almost all online marketplaces  (e.g. Hatmaker, 2020; Lomas, 2020b; Perez, 2020b). 

Also, Facebook and Google started to rely on more artificial intelligence powered content 

review technologies after sending home thousands of contract moderators (Hatmaker, 2020h; 

Lomas, 2020c).  Facebook’s attitude and actions towards misinformation is in contrast how 

they previously handled misinformation about politics and other issues. Even Brazilian 

President Jair Bolsonaro claim that hydroxychloroquine will work as COVID-19 cure 

(Constine, 2020a) and U.S President Donald Trump posts were removed (WSJ Noted, 2020) 

in Facebook for violating misinformation rules. However, Facebook said that their company 

rules require to remove content that might cause physical harm (Seetharaman, 2020). 

Facebook had labeled 40 million posts with fact-checker and removed hundreds of thousands 

harmful false information posts in their platform in March (Alpert, 2020). 

On April, Facebook implemented new constraint which allows resent frequently forwarded 

messages only one time instead of five in WhatsApp (Purnell, 2020), banning posts and 

groups related to anti-lockdown protests since organizers tried to recruit new members from 

social media to join the protest  (Wells & Restuccia, 2020). Also, they started to alert users 

about interactions with harmful information related to COVID-19 and attaching truthful 

information from authority source, for example “5G mobile networks do not spread COVID-

19” (Heater, 2020b). Due to fake vaccine and misleading product ads, Google started to 
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require advertisers to verify their identities to improve the health and sustainability of the 

digital advertising ecosystem and limiting attempts of bad actors (Haggin, 2020b). Both 

platform leaders started to ban dangerous financial product or loan with 200% to 500% 

annual percentage rates ads in their platform since they become more common after biggest 

wave of job losses in U.S. Initial jobless claims peaked to around 6.9 million in U.S on 2 

April which was 2435% increase compared to around 0.3 million claims on 19 March 

(Investing, 2020). 

From June to onwards, content moderation had new focus - U.S. President elections. 

Facebook made decision last year to not fact-check or moderate political ads, but they gave 

users option to turn completely off all political ads in June (Hatmaker, 2020a). Regardless of 

the past, U.S President elections combined with COVID-19 epidemic took the spread of 

misinformation around elections to the whole new level which forced Facebook to intervene. 

Content removals and fact-checking were immediately implemented due to scare tactics 

started to be used, for example “people will get Covid-19 if they take part in voting” and 

sending false information how voting of polling stations works under epidemic (Lunden, 

2020b). Also, Facebook started to promote stories which clearly credit original editor (Ha, 

2020f). Likewise, Google removed Autocomplete predictions that seems to support or 

oppose political parties or candidates, or any claims around elections or voting (Ha, 2020h). 

Rationales behind “Increasing control to content and false information” -response strategy 

are comprehensively to enhance brand image to mitigate regulatory risk and to maintain good 

user experience and attractiveness of the platform. Details from rationales will be examined 

later under rationales sub-chapter. 

5.1.3  Increasing presence in e-commerce 

Increasing presence in e-commerce means that platform company makes set of actions which 

clearly enables even widely suppliers and buyers to trade within the platform or platforms 
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with new features and functionalities. Hence, e-commerce becomes more significant part of 

their business model. 

COVID-19 have forced ground floor shops and small businesses to find new ways to reach 

customers through digitalizing their operations due to government restrictions and social 

distancing. Facebook have seized the opportunity and have increased their e-commerce 

presence and integrated online shopping into their social network and interaction platforms. 

On March, Facebook announcedgrant program for small businesses with $100 million in over 

30 different countries which can be used to overheads costs (Ha, 2020c). Simultaneously, 

Facebook created Business Hub which provides useful information for businesses to tackle 

impacts of COVID-19 outbreak (Ha, 2020). Business Hub was continuously updated as 

Facebook added new e-commerce features to their platform. Month later, Reliance Jio 

Platform was invested by Facebook with $5.7 billion which is the biggest telecommunication 

operator in India (Singh, 2020c). Couple of days later, JioMart, an e-commerce venture by 

Reliance Jio Platforms and WhatsApp started testing new ordering systems which enables to 

do grocery shopping directly through WhatsApp in India (Singh, 2020m). 

From May onwards, significant e-commerce reforms were made to the Facebook’s platform 

just after the e-commerce market size had grown enormously and necessary actions was done 

related to misinformation. Facebook expanded their Community Help hub with gift-card, 

click-for-delivery, and donation options to enhance the network effect between local 

businesses and users in local communities under COVID-19 pandemic (Perez, 2020j). Also, 

“Businesses nearby” section was added to the platform which enables users to filter business’ 

posts based on the certain geographic radius (Ha, 2020a).  

Maybe the most significant leaps towards presence in e-commerce were launching of 

Facebook Shop and Instagram Shop. These marketplaces were intended to do B2C business 

while already existing Facebook Marketplace was created to do business between Facebook 

end users. Facebook Shop enabled businesses to create listing of products and sell those to 

Facebook users while Facebook handles all necessary steps needed to create successful 
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transaction (Ha, 2020b). Also, Facebook Shop was created in partnership with Shopify, 

BigComerce, Channel, Woo, Advisor, Cafe24, Tienda, Numbe, CedCommerce and 

Feedomics which enables businesses to manage Facebook Shop page directly through third-

party platform (Ha, 2020). Both Facebook Shop and Instagram Shop enabled to tag listed 

products directly to content in social media platforms, for example to ads, posts, live streams, 

videos, or pictures (Ha, 2020; Perez, 2020p). Also, Facebook users had optionality to make 

transactions through recently launched Facebook Pay in United States (Perez, 2020). 

Facebook Live was improved to host larger events with option to make it chargeable without 

taking any cut from revenue by Facebook (Ha, 2020e). Likewise, Facebook upgraded their 

Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp to be more suitable for businesses. Facebook Messenger 

got new inbox feature which allowed to businesses to respond with same account to customer 

messages and use the application for messaging with friends and family (Perez, 2020d). In 

turn, WhatsApp enabled businesses to send QR codes which helps to connect with business 

and share dynamic list of items catalogs (Lunden, 2020d). 

In turn, Google had noticed that businesses struggled to connect with shoppers due to 

COVID-19 pandemic. Also, Amazon have been danger for Google over the years by 

capturing Google’s key business: search ad revenue. Internet users have started to search 

items directly on Amazon Marketplace. Hence, Google wanted to regain market shares and 

made significant change to their Shopping search tab and main search tab to promote free 

product listings instead of paid ads. (Perez, 2020l) 

Rationales behind “Increasing presence in e-commerce” -response strategy are 

comprehensively to maintain platform business growth and competitiveness, exploit market 

size growth and partly to maintain good user experience and attractiveness of the platform. 

Details from rationales will be examined later under rationales sub-chapter. 

5.1.4  Enhancing interaction and streaming features 

in platform 
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Enhancing interaction and streaming features in platform means that the platform company 

allocates resources to development efforts of interaction and streaming related technologies 

in platforms. These could be, for example, messaging, video meeting, video streaming and 

game streaming technologies. Due to avoidance of social interactions, people began to keep 

in touch remotely with friends, family, work colleagues and students. Thus, video meeting 

technologies and messaging platforms gained more popularity. Also, people started to 

entertain themselves with streaming platforms (e.g. Netflix and Twitch) whose use increased 

during COVID-19 outbreak. On the other hand, increased demand of these technologies led 

to increased competition on those industries. Enhancing interaction and streaming features 

in platform response strategy from Facebook and Google reflects how they competed through 

innovation activities. 

COVID-19 pandemic has led to government restrictions, state lockdowns, fear of 

transmission of COVID-19 disease and social distancing in which case working, studying, 

and spending more free time at home. On the other hand, use of digital applications have 

risen to record levels in particular video meeting, video streaming and other interaction 

software. On March, Vodafone reported 50% increase in internet traffic in some European 

countries which led to the European Commission to put pressure to streaming platform to 

temporarily reduce the internet traffic for the most popular working hours (Lomas, 2020d). 

Increased internet traffic caused 5 billion extra hours of screen time on the 100 most popular 

websites in March which is 13% increase compared to February and largest monthly rise in 

recent years (Koh, E. & Fitch, 2020). During the same period streaming serviced increased 

by 36% (Perez, 2020a). Messaging across all platforms services is up 50% and video 

messaging more than doubling in countries hit hard by the coronavirus compared to February. 

In Italy, usage of all Facebook apps was up 70% and group video calling was up 1000% 

compared to February. (Horwitz & Vranica, 2020)  Facebook is experiencing internet traffic 

that they normally record during peak in New Year’s Eve (Gallagher, 2020c). According to 

Kantar’s survey, WhatsApp has greatest gains during COVID-19 outbreak among social 

media applications between March 13 and March 24 (Perez, 2020q). 
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Majority of Facebook’s and Google’s interaction and streaming related activities were 

happened during April and May, just after an increase in demand had taken place. Facebook 

and Google lowered the threshold to let people to start using their video meeting tools more 

easily and compete with Zoom’s cross-platform video calling services which enables to join 

meetings easily through links. Facebook Messenger got desktop apps for Windows and Mac 

after seeing 100% increase in video calling by desktop (Constine, 2020b). Likewise, Google 

changed their video meeting software Google Meet to free to use for businesses in which 

case free meeting cannot last longer than 60 minutes and requires to create G suite account 

(Lardinois, 2020d). Also, Google integrated Meets to Gmail account which enables to join 

video meeting with Gmail account at later stage (Coldewey, 2020). 

In addition to ease of deployment, Zoom managed to hold 100 or even 500 video calling 

participants compared to Facebook Messenger’s 8 participants or Google Meet’s 100 

participants limits (Constine, 2020; Lardinois, 2020). Facebook introduced new group video 

meeting service Messenger Rooms which can gold up to 50 participants and is based on 

invitation, and expanded maximum participants amount in WhatsApp video calls (Horwitz, 

2020b). Additionally, Messenger Rooms was adapted for Facebook Dating (Horwitz, 2020), 

and for Facebook Workplace (Horwitz, 2020d) which serves social platform and office 

collaboration tools for businesses. Also, co-viewing feature “Watch Together” was merged 

to both Messenger and Messenger Rooms which enabled to watch content together 

synchronized at the same time. Similar features were introduced by Amazon Prime Video’s 

“Watch Party” and Netflix’s “Netflix Party”. (Perez, 2020f) Likewise, Google rolled out tiled 

layout for larger calls which enables simultaneously see up to 16 participants at once, higher 

quality video content with audio, low-light mode powered by AI and background noise 

cancellation for Meets (Hashim, 2020). 

Other significant action was that Facebook launched live-streaming platform for games 

Facebook Gaming which was unveiled two months prior than the initial plan (Heater, 2020c). 

Platform directly competes with Twitch owned by Amazon, YouTube Live owned by Google 

and Mixer (discontinued) owned by Microsoft. However, Microsoft shut down its live 

streaming platform Mixer and formed partnership with Facebook. Microsoft started to move 
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the platform’s viewers and broadcasters to Facebook Gaming which would allow viewers to 

click and immediately play games in Microsoft’s cloud gaming platform xCloud in the future. 

(Tilley, 2020) Also, Facebook merged Messenger Rooms features into the Facebook Gaming 

(Horwitz, 2020). Second unveil was Facebook Campus which is only for college 

communities to communicate better during COVID-19 outbreak (Ha, 2020d). 

Lastly, Facebook expanded Messenger Kids to over 70 new countries (Shu, 2020a), started 

limited testing to their new interaction tool “CatchUp” which has only group audio calls 

(Perez, 2020g). Also, “Collab” application for watching, mixing, and matching music 

together with video was launched  (Perez, 2020h) which can be used to create TikTok like 

content. Also, Facebook started testing feature which would enable to provide loans and 

credits through WhatsApp pay in India  (Singh, 2020o) and Facebook Pay was launched in 

Brazil to send and receive money through WhatsApp (Singh & Lunden, 2020). In turn, 

Google introduced new version of Chromecast streaming-media player, smart speaker Nest 

Audio and 5G capable Pixel smartphone which are complementary products for Stadia cloud 

gaming platform and touchpoints for Google Home smart home platform (Nguyen, 2020a). 

Also, both companies organized virtual graduation event for recent graduates during COVID-

19 outbreak (Perez, 2020e). 

Rationales behind “Enhancing interaction and streaming features in platform” -response 

strategy are comprehensively to maintain platform business growth and competitiveness, 

exploit market size growth and partly to maintain good user experience and attractiveness of 

the platform. Details from rationales will be examined later under rationales sub-chapter. 

5.1.5  Endorsing COVID-19 research and outbreak 

control 

Endorsing COVID-19 research and outbreak control means that platform companies make 

set of actions that supports and improve ongoing COVID-19 research and helps to control 
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spread of COVID-19 virus. Digital innovations as a work against global pandemics have 

never been developed as effectively as during COVID-19. Especially, innovations were very 

remarkably implemented by platform companies like Facebook and Google. Noteworthy, 

they also provided particularly broad support to various stakeholders during the crisis. 

Tech companies including Facebook, Google, Amazon, Microsoft was in talks with the 

White House and formed the Technology and Research Task Force in partnership with 

Silicon Valley technology companies. Goal was to figure out, for example how to predict 

spreading of virus, required hospital beds and how to diagnose people without visiting a 

doctor.  (Grind & Winkler, 2020) Also, White House coronavirus task force launched new 

public/private consortium to give access to American supercomputing resources to COVID-

19 researchers. Consortium had the White House, IBM, and the Department of Energy as a 

member but Google, Amazon, Microsoft, and many academic institutions also took part of 

it.  (Lardinois, 2020f) 

There are examples that Facebook and Google started to share data for COVID-19 control 

and research purposes to stakeholders. On January, Facebook started to share anonymized 

mobility data with Harvard University and National Tsing Hua University in Taiwan to create 

models around spread of the virus (Seetharaman, 2020). Couple of months later, Facebook 

and Google added pop-up survey to their platforms to ask questions about symptoms and 

COVID-19. Results were shared with epidemiological research center from Carnegie Mellon 

University Delphi which enabled to get meaningful picture about symptom mapping 

worldwide by large sample of respondents. (Hatmaker, 2020c; Hatmaker, 2020e) In addition, 

Google News initiative and Stanford University introduced new API and tool that enables to 

embed customized up-to-date map of COVID-19 cases in U.S. by local journalists. (Ha, 

2020i). 

On March, Alphabet-owned health technology company called Verily opened pilot project 

for COVID-19 web screening site (Copeland & Mickle, 2020). Also, Google put its 

DeepMind AI unit onto the task of finding vaccine for COVID-19 virus (Fitch et al., 2020). 
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Virtual care options become on spotlight during COVID-19 outbreak and Google took part 

of it. They started to highlight telehealth options directly in Google Search and Google Maps 

(Lardinois, 2020e). Also, Maps were updated to show COVID-19 may impact to the selected 

trip which can be utilized for commuters and travelers. For example, travel restrictions 

crowdedness of public transport, COVID-19 checkpoints and testing centers with facility 

guidelines were added into Google Maps. (Perez, 2020n) Virtual care options were even 

tested inside hospitals for front-line workers. Google started pilot project with Mount Sinai 

hospital to try Google Nest cameras to provide remote care monitoring and two-way video 

communication between patients and front-line workers. Benefits would be to limit potential 

exposure of virus and save personal protective equipment. (Etherington, 2020b) Also, Google 

introduced simplified interface version of the Nest camera equipment which is focused to 

less tech savvy residents and seniors to keep connected with families and friends and feel 

less isolated during COVID-19 lockdown (Heater, 2020e). In turn, UN health organizations 

and government institutions were supported by innovative information tools in Facebook 

Messenger which were result of developers and Facebook partnership. Facebook organized 

virtual hackathon for developers to create messaging solutions. (Lunden, 2020a) Also, 

Facebook worked with San Francisco hospitals to expand COVID-19 virus testing (Fitch et 

al., 2020). In Peru, Facebook started initial testing phase for their Free Basics initiative app, 

Discover, which is aimed to provide free internet access with limit to locations which would 

not otherwise be available for free. It enables people to stay connected and get access to 

resources and health information on the internet.  (Singh, 2020a) 

Also, both platform leaders made couple of direct donations to COVID-19 control and 

research efforts. Facebook two $10 million commitment to CDC Foundation and COVID-19 

Response Fund (Singh, 2020b), and donated 720,000 masks to health workers in San 

Francisco (Fitch et al., 2020). Likewise, Google and Google employees donated $6.5 million 

to relief efforts related to COVID-19 (Singh, 2020) and gave Google Cloud credits worth by 

$20 million to researchers and academic institutions that were dealing with COVID-19 

research (Matney, 2020). 
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One of the most visible digital efforts were COVID-19 contact tracing applications that were 

published in each country separately by various software development companies. Rather 

than publishing one global COVID-19 tracing application, Google and Apple published 

exposure notification API on late May that provided data from mobile devices that were near 

each other with powered by Bluetooth signals (e.g. Etherington, 2020a; Haggin, 2020a). This 

enabled national software development companies to publish COVID-19 contact tracing 

applications in collaboration with local public health agencies. Google and Apple themselves 

did not create exposure notification applications since regulatory risk were way too high, 

each country had its own legislation, different views on the COVID-19 transmission risk and 

their own standards. However, Google’s and Apple’s exposure notification API allowed 

public health responsible to decide thresholds of the exposure determined by distance and 

time. Also, other factors were provided to adjust transmission risk based on their own 

standards (Etherington, 2020). 

Both platform leaders also take care of the safety of their own employees and thus helped 

control efforts of COVID-19. They gradually increased work from home recommendations 

as the spread of disease progressed and finally letting to work at home globally until June 

2021 (Heater, 2020f; Lomas, 2020a). Both companies decreased the transmission risk by 

cancelling participation in or organization of physical events. Facebook cancelled attendance 

to Mobile World Congress 2020 (Lomas & Lunden, 2020) and cancelled its annual F8 

developers conference (Heater & Ha, 2020). In turn, Google cancelled physical part of 

Google Next (Lardinois, 2020a) and Brandcast (Patel, 2020a) events and instead organized 

digital only event. 

Rationales behind “Endorsing COVID-19 research and outbreak control” -response strategy 

are comprehensively to enhance brand image to mitigate regulatory risk and to provide 

common good. Details from rationales will be examined later under rationales sub-chapter. 

5.1.6  Strategic expanding in India 
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Strategic expanding in India means that platform companies are investing to India and 

serving new offering to them and therefore increases their presence in India’s large internet 

markets. Facebook and Google have been doing business in India before COVID-19 crisis 

but their market entry has been difficult.  

India is the second largest internet market, but platform leaders are only making part of their 

revenue from there. Also, platform leaders increased their presence in India before the 

COVID-19 crisis but entering the markets has been proven to be difficult. However, COVID-

19 crisis has brought new needs in India and therefore gave opportunities to platform leaders 

to enter the markets with new offering. Facebook, Google, Amazon and many more platform 

leaders made billions of investments to India during COVID-19 crisis. Within the COVID-

19 crisis, they significantly increased their presence in India by providing the necessary 

digital solutions to prevent the spread of infections. At the same time, this allowed them to 

expand the market size of their platforms by India’s large internet markets. 

Reliance Jio Platforms wass invested by $5.7 billion by Facebook which is the biggest 

telecommunication operator in India (Singh, 2020). Couple of days later JioMart which is 

owned by Reliance Jio Platforms launched testing phase of ordering system on WhatsApp in 

India (Singh, 2020). Also, Facebook enabled to provide loans and credits through WhatsApp 

(Singh, 2020). They also expanded Facebook Fundraisers feature in their platform to India 

(Singh, 2020e) and Facebook launched bot named MyGov Corona Helpdesk in WhatsApp 

which provides fast authoritative answers for COVID-19 related questions (Singh, 2020). 

In turn, Google has revealed its plans to invest $10 billion to India over the next seven years 

before the COVID-19 crisis started. To prevent the spread of COVID-19, India closed 

schools like other countries earlier this year. Thus, Google partnered with Indian government 

body to deliver digital learning experiences with G Suite for Education and Google 

Classroom to across 22,000 private and public schools and train 1 million teachers in India. 

(Singh, 2020h) Later on partnership network were expanded to Maharashtra which is one of 

the largest states in India (Singh, 2020j). Also, Google added “Teacher Approved” section to 
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Google Play store (Perez, 2020o) and announced new app called “Read Along” which is 

focused to elementary school students (Perez, 2020m). Finally, Google expanded its jobs 

apps portfolio with brand new “Kormo Jobs” in India, which help to find entry-level roles 

and complicates the existence of LinkedIn in emerging markets (Singh, 2020g). Likewise, 

Facebook took part of the digitalization of education in India. They formed partnership with 

the Central Board of Secondary Education which is government organization in India and 

aimed to train 10,000 teachers and 30,000 students on online well-being, augmented reality, 

and digital safety courses. (Singh, 2020f) 

Rationales behind “Strategic expanding in India” -response strategy are comprehensively to 

exploit market size growth and partly to provide common goods. Details from rationales will 

be examined later under rationales sub-chapter. 

5.1.7  Adapting datacenters and infrastructure due to 

increased traffic 

Adapting datacenters and infrastructure due to increased traffic means platforms leaders and 

their applications have received increased popularity and active users during COVID-19. 

Therefore, platform leaders need to enhance their infrastructure behind platforms to match 

the current use. 

COVID-19 pandemic has led to government restrictions, state lockdowns, fear of 

transmission of COVID-19 disease and social distancing in which case working, studying, 

and spending more free time at home. On the other hand, use of digital applications have 

risen to record levels in particular video meeting, video streaming and other interaction 

software. Also, COVID-19 have forced ground floor shops and small businesses to find new 

ways to reach customers through digitalizing their operations due to government restrictions 

and social distancing. Increased internet traffic caused 5 billion extra hours of screen time on 

the 100 most popular websites in March compared to February which is the largest monthly 
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rise in recent years (Koh & Fitch, 2020). Also, platform leaders like Facebook and Google 

holds multiple websites among the top 100 most popular websites. In overall, platform 

leaders like Google and Facebook have benefitted as an increase in the number of users as 

increased use of digital services during COVID-19 pandemic. On the other hand, increased 

traffic in platform requires improvements to infrastructures. Internet traffic have risen to 

numbers which Facebook normally registers during peak in New Year's Eve and company 

was working to improve their infrastructures (Gallagher, 2020). 

On late February cloud-based business video communication technologies and services were 

increasing 40% compared to beginning of the year (Gallagher, 2020b). Google started to 

continuously strengthen their data center infrastructure since they see dramatic increase in 

their usage which is supported by the fact that Intel Corporation data-center sales increased 

by 43% in Q1 period (Koh & Fitch, 2020). Examples from Google’s strengthening of data 

center infrastructures were that they opened brand new Las Vegas data center region 

(Lardinois, 2020c) and announced to plan to open data centers to Toronto, Melbourne, Doha 

and Delhi (Lardinois, 2020b). Also, Google’s subsidiary, GU holding had project between 

U.S. and Taiwan and opened submarine fiber optic cable in there (Crichton, 2020). In turn, 

Google cancelled their cloud project due to geopolitical and pandemic-related concerns 

which aimed to build processing infrastructure to China (Shu, 2020b). During the COVID-

19 crisis, cloud-based services continued to grow, and Google’s cloud-computing services 

reported 43% rise in revenue over the Q2 period (Loten, 2020). Also, they have hired 

aggressively for Google Cloud and big system integrators were partnered to boost their retails 

business markets (Miller, 2020). Google revealed that they have improved Google Cloud 

with new set of dimensions every week during COVID-19 pandemic. For example, they 

enabled to encrypt data while it is processed in Google Cloud through their brand-new 

confidential computing technology. (Castellanos, 2020) 

Rationales behind “Adapting datacenters and infrastructure due to increased traffic” -

response strategy are comprehensively to maintain platform business growth and 

competitiveness. Details from rationale will be examined later under rationales sub-chapter. 
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5.1.8  Donation and financial support 

Donation and financial support mean that platform companies made financial or commodity 

supports to different parties. These supports were mostly donations that aided important topic 

for platform companies. Platform companies like Facebook and Google made very 

remarkable donation and financial supports during the COVID-19 outbreak. 

During COVID-19 crisis, both Facebook and Google made donations and financial support 

for stakeholders of their choice. Donations were monetary, credits that can be used for 

advertising or computing power, or commodities such as face masks. Donations and financial 

supports were mainly published on early pandemic on March when COVID-19 were declared 

as pandemic and the virus spread around the world. 

Both platform leaders endorsed COVID-19 research and outbreak control. Facebook made 

$10 million commitment to COVID-19 Response Fund and to CDC Foundation (Singh, 

2020). Also, 720,000 masks were donated to health care workers in San Francisco (Fitch et 

al., 2020). Likewise, Google and Google employees donated $6.5 million to relief effort 

related to COVID-19 (Singh, 2020). Since personal protective equipment and face masks 

were scarce, Google invested for suppliers to scale up production of those. (Matney, 2020). 

In contrast, Google were able to provide supercomputing resources from Google Cloud. They 

joined private/public consortium which server supercomputing resources available to 

COVID-19 researchers (Lardinois, 2020). Also, Google gave Google Cloud credits worth by 

$20 million to researchers and academic institutions that were dealing with COVID-19 

research (Matney, 2020). Supports for endorsing COVID-19 research and outbreak control 

are associated with enhancing brand image to mitigate regulatory risk and providing common 

good rationales.  

Advertising business has been the core for both Facebook and Google, and it has also been 

resource which can be utilized as support. However, during pandemic advertising business 

experienced a recession when stakeholders made savings on additional costs (e.g. Gallagher, 
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2020a; Patel, 2020b). On the other hand, Facebook and Google were able to artificially boost 

the throughput of the competitive ad ecosystem with donating ad credits. Facebook offered 

as many free ads as WHO needs on early pandemic (Horwitz, 2020) and also state election 

organization was aided with free advertising for U.S President election poll worker 

recruitment push in September (Hatmaker, 2020d). Similarly, Government agencies and 

WHO were donated with $25 million Google ad credits to leverage trustworthy authoritative 

information about COVID-19. (Singh, 2020). Later, World Health Organization and more 

than 100 government institutions were donated with second round with $250 million worth 

of ad grants. (Matney, 2020). Also, small businesses accounts were enabled to be part of 

$340 million ad credit donation if they have been active in the past year. (Matney, 2020) 

These donations and financial supports highlights providing common good and boosting 

weakened advertising demand rationales.  

There are also donations for news publishers which have had complicated relationship with 

Facebook and Google since new publishers have argued that platform leaders should pay 

licensing fees from their news. News outlets of all sizes were donated by $75 million to ad 

spending by Facebook worldwide. (Alpert, 2020b) Also, News publishers were supported 

with purely financial support which were non-ad credits. Facebook pledged $100 million in 

grant money (Monforte et al., 2020) and Google financially supported thousands of small 

and medium sized local news publishers which were part of its Google News Initiative (Ha, 

2020g). Supports for news publishers are associated with enhancing brand image to mitigate 

regulatory risk and providing common good rationales. 

In addition to Google’s ad credit donation to small businesses, they were financially 

supported. Facebook announced $100 million in ad credits and cash grant program for small 

businesses in over 30 countries where Facebook operates (Ha, 2020). In turn, small 

businesses were aided through financial institutions and nonprofit institutions by investment 

fund of $200 million by Google. (Matney, 2020). COVID-19 pandemic has been cruel for 

small businesses since some have lost access to credit, many have taken a big hit to their 

revenue streams and some forced to partially close their business for public safety. Also, 

Facebook and Google have strong global networks where small businesses are largely 
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enabling Facebook’s and Google’s revenue streams. Donations and financial supports to 

small businesses are associated with “maintaining platform business growth and 

competitiveness” and “providing common goods” -rationales. 

Poynter Institute’s International Fact-Checking Networks were donated by $1 million by 

Facebook (Singh, 2020) which later published world most comprehensive fact-checker and 

utilized by Facebook in their “leveraging trustworthy information” -response strategy. In 

addition, Facebook cancelled their annual F8 developers conference and donated $500.000 

to mitigate the impact of the cancellation (Heater & Ha, 2020). 

COVID-19 era has been busy and hectic time for Facebook’s and Google’s employees. 

Facebook ensured payments to contingent workers even if their work tasks get disrupted by 

COVID-19. Also, full-time employees got additional $1000 bonus in March (Seetharaman, 

2020a) and employees that work from home were provided additional $1000 spend to home 

office needs on August (Lomas, 2020). In contrast, Vendors and temporary staff were aided 

with COVID-19 fund by Google worldwide (Heater, 2020d). 

Taking all actions into account, rationales behind “Donations and financial support” -

response strategy is comprehensively to provide common good and partly to enhance brand 

image to mitigate regulatory risk and to partly boost weakened advertising demand. Details 

from rationales will be examined next under rationales sub-chapter. 

5.2  Rationales 

Six different rationales were identified based on the thesis analysis and these are presented 

detailed in this chapter. Rationale in this context means what are Facebook’s and Google’s 

logical basis or set of reasons behind response strategies to COVID-19 outbreak and the 

crisis. Each of the rationales are linked highly or partly to one or more response strategies. 
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5.2.1  Enhancing brand image to mitigate regulatory 

risk 

Enhancing brand image to mitigate regulatory risk means that Facebook and Google have 

been backlashed by e.g. regulators and politicians in several past years due to multiple 

scandals, increased power, and willingness to make new sources of income on the platform. 

The sum of these have increased the regulatory risk which could, in the worst case, 

significantly limit their opportunities to grow even powerful. On the other hand, if Google’s 

and Facebook’s end users are used to use their platforms, advertisers most likely will stay 

there and regulators can find it difficult to suddenly restrain the existence of network effects. 

Possible restrictions could be, for example, the influence of regulators on acquisitions and 

the development of platform interfaces. This could at least limit the dominant position of 

platform companies in terms of making it more difficult to seek synergies and could give 

space for competitors to compete in long-term. 

Facebook, Google, and other platform leaders have become under the microscope related to 

people’s person data handle as they have become more powerful and continuously improving 

their services to make more money (Fitch et al., 2020). There are couple of scandals that are 

still overshading Facebook and Google. Russia was alleged to have manipulated U.S. 

President elections through Facebook social media platform in 2016 (e.g. Madrigal, 2017), 

Cambridge Analytica scandal questioned the private data security that Facebook handles, and 

Facebook algorithms has been claimed to drive people apart and increasing sensationalism 

and polarization globally (Horwitz & Seetharaman, 2020). The presentation of stories in 

Facebook may be intended to provoke public excitement and interest, at the expense of 

accuracy. Likewise, division into multiple sets of opinions or beliefs has been claimed to be 

thriving by Facebook algorithms. Likewise, Google is dominating the advertising business 

and search results in internet, and increased dominance has been followed by increased 

regulatory risk. The European Union’s antitrust regulator and the Justice Department in U.S. 

have started lengthy investigation around Google’s anticompetitive tactics (e.g. Drozdiak & 

Schechner, 2017; Kendall & Copeland, 2020; Schechner & Pop, 2020). Previously, Google 
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has faced record fines in antitrust violations related to data collection practices. These 

includes advertising, ad targeting and search service Google Search which is the gateway of 

the internet. 

On March 2, Mr. Zuckerberg CEO of the Facebook held meeting with executives to discuss 

about their response while COVID-19 started to spread in U.S. One of the executives 

suggested the idea to “help change public opinion about Facebook”. (Seetharaman & Glazer, 

2020) Response strategies that Facebook and Google have chosen which clearly works as 

anti-coronavirus efforts helps to revive tech giants’ brand image. Especially “Leveraging 

trustworthy information” and “Increasing control to content and false information” response 

strategies came after several years of backlash by regulators, politicians, and members of the 

public who felt that social media platform has turned even harmful (Fitch et al., 2020). Before 

the COVID-19 crisis, Facebook and Google allowed to users to share content much more 

freely and seems like governance was tightened when it was pressured strongly by external 

stakeholders.  

On the other hand, “Donation and financial support” and “Endorsing COVID-19 research 

and outbreak control” response strategies might cause strong position for future lobbying 

efforts. For example, Facebook and Google gave ads away for government organizations to 

boosts their goodwill which might be beneficial for future lobbying efforts (Matney, 2020). 

Both Facebook and Google had collaborated with U.S. government with various projects 

related to COVID-19 control and research which indicates the willingness to be on the same 

side in general and to cooperate with government. In addition, goodwill might reduce the 

dislike against social media giants. For example, Australia planned to require Google and 

Facebook to pay fee for local media organization when using their content (Cherney, 2020). 

About the same time, both Facebook and Google established emergency relief fund with tens 

of millions of dollars for local newsrooms (Alpert, 2020; Ha, 2020). 

Lastly, Facebook algorithms has been claimed to drive people apart and increasing 

sensationalism and polarization globally. During COVID-19 outbreak there was steps taken 
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to increase the transparency of Facebook algorithms to break down fierce theories and 

assumptions. Facebook partially documented and published their recommendation system to 

Instagram’s Help Center and to Facebook’s Help Center (Perez, 2020i). 

5.2.2  Maintaining good user experience and 

attractiveness of the platform 

Maintaining good user experience and attractiveness of the platform means that activities that 

platform companies have done during COVID-19 crisis are intended to improve user 

experience and attractiveness of the participant groups or sides that platforms have. User 

experience are necessary for platform companies since competitive is high and participants 

can change platforms (i.e. to start spending more time on another platform) that they use. 

Nowadays, hybrid platform ecosystems are increasingly multidimensional (i.e. increasingly 

diverse number of technologies and features) which help them to provide more added value 

to the customer compared to competing platforms. 

Platform industry are famous from their innovativeness and rapid responding to change. To 

maintain their competitive position, user experience and attractiveness of the platform are 

one of the elements that are in their core business. Also, four tactics are required and 

combined for balanced digital platform strategy: leverage, control, exploit and defense 

(Karhu, Gustafsson et al., 2020). Especially control tactic was used widely during the 

COVID-19 outbreak through “Increasing control to content and false information” response 

strategy. Social media platform that has been blamed for turning into places for complaints 

and shaming was realized on March 2020 (Koh, 2020). For example, products, posts, videos, 

and groups related to false information was removed, advertising policies tightened and 

changes to recommendation algorithms impaired the visibility of false information content 

that was marked by fact-checkers. These governance updates allowed to possibly restrain 

ongoing polarization of people and transform the Facebook’s platform back into a long-

lasting “connecting the world” platform as it was ten years ago. 
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On the other hand, leverage and exploit tactics were used in “Increasing presence in e-

commerce” and “Enhancing interaction and streaming features in platforms”. Facebook 

established new revenue stream from Facebook Shop which allowed to businesses to tie their 

content to shopping listing and sell offering while commerce turned to online due to COVID-

19. Likewise, Google added free product listings for businesses to their search engine instead 

of paid ads. In turn, Facebook introduced, for example, brand new Facebook Gaming 

livestream platform and co-viewing “Watch Together” feature. Also, both Facebook and 

Google improved the capabilities of their video meeting and chatting technologies. These 

examples underline that Facebook and Google have affected to attractiveness of the platform 

by adding new features and functionalities to platform. 

5.2.3  Maintaining platform business growth and 

competitiveness 

Maintaining platform business growth and competitiveness rationale represents activities that 

platform companies have chosen to directly grow their businesses further and help to compete 

in battles that they are involved. Also, this is main rationale since all response strategies and 

other rationales in this thesis have weak interlinks to this main rationale and indirectly 

maintain platform business growth and competitiveness in long-term. 

Websites that were among 100 most popular experienced increased internet traffic of 5 billion 

extra hours of screen time in March compared to February which is the largest monthly rise 

in recent years (Koh & Fitch, 2020). Increased internet traffic has led Facebook and Google 

to follow “adapting datacenters and infrastructure” response strategy. Facebook has 

enhanced its infrastructure to keep their platform running during increased demand after 

COVID-19 outbreak. In turn, Google has been strongly digitizing companies’ operations 

through their Google Cloud services. Its increased popularity has led to announcement of 

new data centers in Canada, Australia, Qatar, and India. 
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Advertising is essential for business growth since Facebook earns 99% of its revenue from 

advertising in Q3 in 2020 (Facebook, 2020) and 80% for Google (Alphabet, 2020). Also, 

advertisers do not want to place their ads next to the content which might produce harmful 

association. Harmful content might be, for example, excessive visibility of incorrect 

information in platform which would most likely coexist with many ads. One rationale 

behind increased moderation to content and false information done by Facebook and Google 

might be that the excessive existence of misinformation in their platforms might directly have 

decreased their core business segment – advertising. Even though misinformation were 

removed, and governance tightened, Facebook and partially Google experienced advertising 

boycott from some of its biggest advertiser partners (Graham, 2020). However, the 

advertising boycott do not have that big revenue impact, but it could have been if 

misinformation had not been addressed early in the beginning of the COIVD-19 pandemic. 

On the other hand, variety of use cases of platform ecosystem can attract variety of people to 

enter the platform which, in turn, increases the variety of companies to advertise within the 

platform. For example, Facebook opened their Facebook Shop during COVID-19 which 

enabled new revenue source from transaction fees but also diversified advertising touch 

points. As a few examples, live streaming platform Facebook Gaming, university student 

social networking platform Facebook Campus and online dating service Facebook Dating 

are certainly partly intended to increase user diversity by serving variety of offering to end 

users within the platform ecosystem. 

5.2.4 Exploiting market size growth 

Exploiting market size growth rationale denote that platform companies have identified 

markets and that are booming due to COVID-19 outbreak. Thus, they have sought to increase 

their presence in these markets to gain more market share. 
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There are three types of response strategies from Facebook and Google that are identified to 

be linked to “exploiting market size growth” rationale: “increasing presence in e-commerce”, 

“enhancing interaction and streaming features in platforms” and “strategic expanding in 

India”. Background theory of this thesis pointed out that business related mobile applications, 

for example, video meeting technologies were up to 133% and many business and 

communication application were among top 10 worldwide downloads list in Q2 in 2020 

during COVID-19 outbreak. In turn, shopping related mobile apps were up 23% immediately 

after the spread of the COVID-19 but the percentage increase was larger as the pandemic 

progressed. Lastly, India have been the top country by mobile application overall download 

counts in recent years. It has roughly 7.8B downloads in Q3 in 2020 which was 59.2% 

increase compared to India’s Q4 in 2019 downloads and over double compared to second 

position: U.S. 3.5B downloads in Q3 in 2020 (SensorTower, 2020a; SensorTower, 2020c; 

SensorTower, 2020b). Mobile application industry for India can estimate that India has 

become one of the biggest internet markets in the world. All these examples emphasize that 

both Facebook and Google have chosen some of their response strategies and reallocated 

their efforts that brings added value in growing markets point of view. 

For example, game streaming platform Facebook Gaming was introduced as part of their 

“enhancing interaction and streaming features in platform” response strategy couple of 

months before its planned June release (Heater, 2020). Also, Facebook Gaming is competing 

already popular Google’s YouTube Live platform. In turn, as part of “strategic expanding in 

India” response strategy both Facebook and Google are investing billions of dollars to India. 

In the next five to seven years, investment of $10 billion was announced by Google to India 

to digitalize education experience (Singh, 2020) and Reliance Jio Platforms was invested by 

$5.7 billion by Facebook which is the biggest telecommunication operator in India (Singh, 

2020). Hence, Facebook and Google have race to conquer the India’s internet markets while 

Google are trying to enter the markets by serving digitalized education experiences and 

Facebook, in turn, serves entire ordering system process through their communication 

application WhatsApp. Lastly, booming of e-commerce caused Amazon to hire over 100,000 

new warehouse workers after COVID-19 outbreak (Herrera, 2020) and managed to increase 

their market value by $700 billion between March and August in 2020 which is roughly take 
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same size of Facebook (Herrera & Sherman, 2020). Boom was noted by Facebook and they 

launched Facebook Shop and many additional features and functionalities that supports their 

brand-new e-commerce ecosystem. In turn, Google started to fight with Amazon to win back 

search results by introducing free product listings to their search platform instead of paid ads 

(Perez, 2020). 

5.2.5 Boosting weakened advertising demand 

Boosting weakened advertising demand means that Facebook’s and Google’s overall ad 

impressions has decreased during COVID-19 and they have taken actions to revive the 

advertising markets. 

Both the cost of Facebook and Google 1000 ad impressions have decreased 15% to 20% in 

COVID-19 outbreak during February and March (Patel, 2020). Decrease have been a shock 

for both platform giants since Facebook earns 99% of its revenue from advertising in Q3 in 

2020 (Facebook, 2020) and 80% for Google (Alphabet, 2020). Impaired advertising business 

did not limit to only platforms, for example digital news publishers have been impacted 

heavily. Many of the brands were avoiding putting their ads to news sites that had coronavirus 

related content to avoid bad associations between ads and news (Li & Hall, 2020). Also, 

COVID-19 has forced all sizes of advertisers to reconsider how they prioritize their ad 

spending and which type of campaigns they do. 

Facebook and Google offered hundreds of millions of dollars worth of free ad credits to 

WHO, government agencies and small businesses which appears to be goodwill among 

stakeholders. However, Google’s ad grant program for small businesses were focused to 

advertisers that advertised last year. Thus, the program was designed to win back some of 

the advertisers and boost the competitive ad ecosystem (Matney, 2020). These actions were 

well timed since Google were interfered with The European Union’s antitrust regulator and 

the Justice Department’s in U.S. lengthy investigation around Google’s advertising & search 
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anticompetitive tactics (e.g. Drozdiak & Schechner, 2017; Kendall & Copeland, 2020; 

Schechner & Pop, 2020). Grant programs for stakeholders during crisis could show the 

responsibility while in a dominant position in advertising market. 

The response strategy proved successful since Facebook’s and Google’s ad sales stabilized 

and advertisers returned to platforms after the initial shock of COVID-19 outbreak (Horwitz, 

2020c). However, the COVID-19 crisis has weakened the revenue for both Facebook and 

Google compared to forecasts. 

5.2.6 Providing common good 

Providing common goods denotes that platform companies’ actions are done because of 

goodwill which is friendly or helpful attitude to someone else without demanding anything 

from the other party. Also, providing common good can occur simultaneously when seeking 

strategic advantages i.e. actions can be done based on multiple rationales. For example, both 

Facebook and Google served helpful attitude to digitize operations in India while social 

distancing was recommended and the threat of spread of the COVID-19 was high. Facebook 

launched new ordering system in collaboration with Reliance Jio Platforms which allows to 

browse local shops, place orders with payment option and talk with shop owner through 

WhatsApp (Singh, 2020n). At the same time, this helped to consolidate their position as 

India’s leading messaging platform. In turn, Google started to digitize India’s education 

system by serving free access to Google Classroom, Google Meets, YouTube and G Suite 

for Education to over 1 million teachers (Singh, 2020i). Thus, it helped Google consolidate 

the use of their product family in India, one of the world’s largest internet markets. 

Providing common good rationale is mainly linked for “endorsing COVID-19 research and 

outbreak control” and “donation and financial support” response strategies. Also, “strategic 

expanding in India” and “leveraging trustworthy information” are partially linked for this 

rationale. Especially Google was involved for endorsing COVID-19 research and outbreak 
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control more than Facebook and many of Google’s actions appears as gestures of goodwill. 

For example, Google published COVID-19 exposure notification API in collaboration with 

Apple. This enabled each countries’ public health agencies to order solutions for COVID-19 

tracing applications that are based on their standards. Also, Google and Facebook helped 

public health agencies to utilize their platforms to generate massive amount of data through 

surveys to control COVID-19 spread. Likewise, many of the donations and financial supports 

that Google and Facebook did provided common good. Many of the donations were limited 

to only stakeholders of platform companies and everyone did not get access for these. For 

example, COVID-19 researchers were aided with Google Cloud credits, government and 

small businesses with ad credits and COVID-19 related funds and small businesses with 

financially. These donations might create public opinion among stakeholders that platform 

companies are responsible business partners rather than the result of the global digital 

transformation that must be dealt with 

All of these provides of common goods shapes the attitudes and perceptions towards Google 

and Facebook which is important to them during volatile times during COVID-19 crisis. Both 

Facebook and Google are one of the world’s most powerful and the biggest companies that 

have more valuable market cap compared many countries GDP. Also, considering their 

recent growth of platform companies during COVID-19 crisis which is partially made 

possible by digitalization and the shift of demand away from other marketplaces – should 

platform leaders have responsibilities like countries do? While countries are serving recovery 

packages and seeks to manage the COVID-19 pandemic, platform leaders have given their 

contribution which is good move that more companies should follow. Examples of these are 

also “leveraging trustworthy information” and “strategic expanding in India” response 

strategies that have provided common goods. In conclusion, under the investigations from 

The European Union’s antitrust regulator and the Justice Department in U.S. to power of 

platform leaders, anticompetitive tactics, and misinformation, providing common goods 

might improve the lobbying efforts and the negotiating position in short-term and increase 

general acceptance of the dominant influence of platform companies in mid and long-term. 
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5.3 Conclusions of response strategies and 

rationales 

Eight different response strategies and six different rationales were identified based on the 

thesis analysis. Each of these response strategies and rationales were utilized by Facebook or 

Google or from both. The frequency of these response strategies and the impact of rationales 

has not yet been addressed in this work and it is essential to be able to answer the research 

questions of the thesis. Therefore, frequency of response strategies is aggregated to Table 7: 

Table 7 Frequency of response strategies from platform case companies 

Response strategies Facebook Google 

Leveraging trustworthy information +++ ++ 

Increasing control to content and 

false information 
+++ ++ 

Increasing presence in e-commerce +++ Very low 

Enhancing interaction and streaming 

features in platforms 
+++ ++ 

Endorsing COVID-19 research and 

outbreak control 
++ +++ 

Strategic expanding in India +++ +++ 

Adapting datacenters and 

infrastructure due to increased traffic 
Very low +++ 

Donation and financial support ++ +++ 

+       = limited use 

++    = moderate use 

+++ = wide use 
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First research question can be answered based on the finding in Table 7: 

Question 1 Which response strategies platform companies 

had during crisis? 

For Facebook, they wanted to participate in markets that were booming during COVID-19 

crisis and they changed their attitude towards governance of the social media platform. 

Before the COVID-19 crisis, Facebook let the content sharing to happen very freely without 

them having to interfere with the existence of content on the platform. During the COVID-

19 outbreak this was changed, and they started to leverage trustworthy information related to 

COVID-19 from WHO and public health agencies. Simultaneously millions of contents were 

removed from their social networking platform because of incorrect information about 

COVID-19. In turn, booming markets that Facebook was involved were e-commerce, video 

meeting, messaging and streaming services and highly growing internet markets in India. 

Related to e-commerce, Facebook entered the markets during the COVID-19 crisis by 

publishing Facebook Shop. Video meeting, messaging and streaming services were already 

offered by Facebook and thus strategic advantages was chased by publishing new features as 

the COVID-19 crisis progressed. However, Facebook expanded their offering with live 

streaming platform Facebook Gaming and student focused social networking platform 

Facebook Campus. Also, Facebook strategically expanded to India by investing $5.7 billion 

to India’s biggest telecom operator Reliance Jio Platforms. Through this investment, 

Facebook offered ordering system in India, which was enabled by WhatsApp and WhatsApp 

Pay platforms. In addition, Facebook moderately used donations and financial support, and 

endorsed COVID-19 research and outbreak control. 

For Google, they had more restrained strategies than Facebook (i.e. no market entries with 

the same extent) and focused on leveraging core businesses and to provide common goods 

to mitigate regulatory risk. Google was especially involved with endorsing COVID-19 

research and outbreak control and as well donating and financially supporting stakeholders. 

These response strategies might improve the lobbying efforts and the negotiating position in 
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short-term due to investigation from The European Union’s antitrust regulator and the Justice 

Department in U.S. Also goodwill during COVID-19 crisis might increase general 

acceptance of the dominant influence of Google in mid and long-term. Also, Google 

strategically expanded their presence in India by digitalizing education services in there. 

Before the COVID-19 pandemic Google was announced to invest $10 billion to India and 

this was committed especially during the COVID-19 crisis. Related to Google’s datacenter 

and infrastructure adaptation response strategy, they were enabling to digitalize companies’ 

business processes through Google Cloud during COVID-19 outbreak. Thus, their cloud-

based service usage increased, and Google announced to expand their datacenter network all 

over the world. In addition, Google was moderately involved to mitigate impact of COVID-

19 “infodemic” (i.e. leveraging trustworthy information and increasing control to content and 

false information) but not as strongly as Facebook did. Also, they lowered the threshold to 

enter video meeting service Google Meets and improved it with new features to gain 

competitive advantages in increased competitive environment. Lastly, Google did not really 

increase their presence in e-commerce as Facebook did but tried to capture e-commerce 

related search results from Amazon to their Google Search environment. 

In overall, Facebook followed especially, leveraging trustworthy information, increasing 

control to content and false information, increasing presence in e-commerce, and enhancing 

interaction and streaming features response strategies during COVID-19. In turn, Google 

followed especially endorsing COVID-19 research and outbreak control, adapting 

datacenters and infrastructure due to increased traffic, and donation and financial support 

response strategies. Both case companies widely used strategic expansion to India response 

strategy to COVID-19. 

Impact of the rationales is derived based on the frequency of response strategies that 

Facebook and Google implemented. Thus, impact of rationales can be found in Table 8: 
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Table 8 Estimated impact of rationales to taken actions by platform companies 

Rationales Facebook Google 

Enhancing brand image to mitigate 

regulatory risk 
+++ +++ 

Maintaining good user experience 

and attractiveness of the platform 
+++ + 

Maintaining platform business 

growth and competitiveness 
++ ++ 

Exploiting market size growth +++ ++ 

Boosting weakened advertising 

demand 
++ +++ 

Providing common good ++ +++ 

+       = limited impact 

++    = moderate impact 

+++ = wide impact 

 

Second research question can be answered based on the impact of rationales in Table 8: 

Question 2 What are the rationales of response strategies 

from platform companies? 

For Facebook, turnaround was made during COVID-19 crisis and they started to maintain 

good user experience and attractiveness of the platform and at the same time enhance brand 

image to mitigate continuously growing regulatory risk. Also, COVID-19 crisis gave clues 

of the future trends when the leap of digitalization was 2-3 years ahead and Facebook started 

to exploit market size growth by entering new markets. After years of blaming for Facebook 

to polarize world rather than connecting the world through its social media platform, 

Facebook made turnaround and started to govern the content sharing in their platform. All 

the content removals and fact-checking of posts strongly indicated that the platform cannot 
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be used anymore to effectively dissemination of conspiracy theories, frauds or any kind of 

misinformation and thus changed the future direction Facebook. On top of that, Facebook 

succeeded to leverage the content producing options in their platform and upgraded it to the 

next level during COVID-19.  Brand new Facebook Shop enabled to small businesses to 

make their product listing in Facebook, which could be supported by Facebook Pay. Product 

listings was able to tie on the content sharing directly, for example, to embed to live streams, 

videos, picture, or posts that were shared in Facebook. On the other hand, Facebook Gaming 

were launched and enabled live streamers to stream their gameplay in Facebook and earn 

money while playing. Also, brand new Facebook Campus enabled students to build their 

social communities while campus remained closed because of COVID-19. All these 

underlines the fact that Facebook started to maintain the good user experience and 

attractiveness of the platform. 

On the other hand, increased governance combined with the leveraging trustworthy 

information, endorsing COVID-19 research and outbreak control and donations and financial 

supports helped to enhance their brand image and mitigate regulatory risk. Also, their new 

publishments related to e-commerce and interaction and streaming markets combined with 

the strategic expanding in India highlighted that Facebook exploited market size growth 

aggressively during COVID-19 crisis. It enabled to leverage Facebook’s core business and 

create new revenue streams since advertising business was declining during COVID-19 

outbreak. Also, Facebook boosted their declining advertising business by free ad donations 

and financial supports. On the other hands, many of these response strategies that Facebook 

chose not only produced strategic advantage for Facebook but generated common goods. 

For Google, enhancing brand image to mitigate regulatory risk, providing common goods, 

and boosting weakened advertising demand were the major rationales that Google followed 

during COVID-19 crisis. Especially, Google wanted to endorse COVID-19 research and 

outbreak control widely. They put their DeepMind AI to find vaccine, shared anonymized 

data from their platform, developed new API for Bluetooth to enable development of 

COVID-19 tracing applications and many pilot projects were done to find digital solutions 

for ongoing issues related to COVID-19. These combined with the massive hundreds of 
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millions of donations and grant programs that were focused to Google’s stakeholders, 

leveraging trustworthy (i.e. WHO’s COVID-19 releases) information within Google’s 

platform, and increasing control to content and false information enabled Google to enhance 

their brand image to mitigate regulatory risk. Mitigating regulatory risk for Google is 

important due to continuous advertising and competitive tactics investigations towards 

Google which have been going for years by the EU and the U.S. Also, notable is that Google 

provided hundreds of millions of free ad credits which aimed to boost their declining 

advertising markets. Of course, these actions and response strategies not only enhanced brand 

image of Google but provided a lot of common good amid of COVID-19 pandemic. 

Google’s actions were not impacted as widely by maintaining good user compared to 

Facebook. Also, it reflects that other rationales have impacted to Google’s actions during 

COVID-19 even though good user experience is one of their top priorities under normal 

conditions. For example, Google’s YouTube has been in a better light before the COVID-19 

crisis compared to social media platform Facebook with the allegations. Regardless of these, 

Google still increased their governance and control towards content in their platform and 

enhanced their video meeting service Google Meets that contributed to maintaining good 

user experience and attractiveness of the platform rationale. Lastly, Google have equally 

made strategic expansion to India like Facebook have done but they have not been involved 

that aggressively to conquer other markets compared to Facebook. For example, Google has 

not indicated its intention to seek to create its own e-commerce platform like Facebook did 

with Facebook Shop. Also, related to streaming platform, Google has already its own 

YouTube Live who did well during COVID-19 and therefore exploiting market size growth 

rationale is estimated to have moderate impact to Google’s actions. 

In overall, both case companies’ actions were widely impacted by enhancing brand image to 

mitigate regulatory risk rationale behind response strategies. In turn, Facebook followed 

especially maintaining good user experience an attractiveness of the platform and exploiting 

market size growth rationales. Also, Google followed especially providing common good 

and boosting weakened advertising demand rationales. 
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6 Discussion 

In this chapter research questions will be answered under implications which also presents 

as a summary of the thesis analysis, limitations of this thesis will be discussed, and further 

research will be provided. 

6.1  Implications 

Digitalization have gone forward two- or three-years during couple of months in COVID-19 

outbreak compared to non-COVID-19 situation. Many companies and individuals needed to 

adopt new digital approaches to e.g. reach customers, do business activities, keep connected 

with colleagues, friends, and family. In most of these digital approaches, platform companies 

have been in the role of enabler of the transition from old to the new. At the same time, they 

have enjoyed the digitalization of the world in increasing numbers of visitors on their 

platforms. This increase in visitors and traffic took place regardless of the actions that they 

made. Many of the platform companies would have survived as winners of COVID-19 crisis 

even though they have not done absolutely nothing as response to COVID-19 crisis. Platform 

leaders like e.g. Facebook, Google and Amazon had already ready-made business models, 

platforms that are able to manage the rapid growth of demand due to buffers and high degree 

of automation. Therefore, as the more closed states were restricted, the more platform leaders 

benefitted without doing anything. Facebook and Google realized that they were tailor-made 

businesses for COVID-19 crisis and therefore they enjoyed the growth of business but 

wondered: What should we do to prove that the growth of our activities and the increase in 

influence would be acceptable? 

Response strategies of Facebook and Google during COVID-19 is a completely new research 

topic, and identified actions, response strategies and rationales are in themselves a completely 

new observations for platform research field. In addition to this, it is essential to address now 

what new can be understood based on the actions, response strategies and rationales? 
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Facebook and Google took advantage of the COVID-19 crisis to leverage their already 

growing businesses, as well as, making public opinion more positive related to them. They 

closely monitored industrial upturns (e.g. messaging and video meeting technologies) during 

the COVID-19 crisis and focused their resources on new feature development and reforms 

that allowed to capture market shares from growing industries. Hence, they responded to the 

increased competition in the industry and aimed to grow their profit during the COVID-19 

crisis. On the other hand, COVID-19 and the charity and donations during the pandemic 

enabled Facebook and Google to utilize new tactics. For example, market entry to India was 

partly enabled by COVID-19 and its restrictions in India. By providing charity and common 

goods to India, Facebook and Google was able to strengthen their position in Indian market.  

COVID-19 enabled Facebook and Google to improve negative public opinion about them. 

For example, Mr. Zuckerberg, CEO of the Facebook, held meeting with the executives to 

discuss about their response while COVID-19 started to spread in the U.S. on March 2nd. 

One of the executives suggested the idea to “help change public opinion about Facebook” 

(Seetharaman & Glazer, 2020). Compared to open discussion pre-COVID-19, Facebook did 

a turnaround and started to govern the content sharing within their platform. Presumably, 

Facebook wanted to prevent the platform from influencing people’s opinions which could 

lead increasing number of dissensions. In turn, Google highly endorsed COVID-19 research 

and outbreak control as a common good. This is just one example of many to prove Google’s 

goodwill during COVID-19 while being under antitrust lawsuits. In that sense, COVID-19 

was the right time for Facebook and Google to implement strategic reform. Facebook and 

Google are aware of increasing regulatory risk and, thus, are working to prevent any barriers 

to doing business. Massive renewal of governance of platforms and huge series of financial 

supports during COVID-19 are a few examples of the work they must do as their influence 

continuously grows. In that sense, they are doing actions and following strategies which 

removes future obstacles from the road so that this huge snowball (i.e. their dominating 

platform ecosystem) grows at an accelerating speed. They will and they are growing as long 

as they are allowed. 
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Also, couple of points can be addressed when comparing existing literature of platform 

strategies and the findings from this thesis. Hagiu (2015) introduced four strategic issues that 

multi-sided platforms face: the number of sides, design, pricing, and governance. Especially 

governance strategic issues were topical amid of COVID-19. Both, Facebook, and Google 

adapted their governance related to openness of the content sharing within their platform. 

Secondly, certain industries (e.g. based on SensorTower (2020a) analysis, top-3 growing 

mobile application industries are business, health & fitness and education) grew significantly 

during COVID-19 outbreak. Competition among these industries were high and platform 

companies tackled with design strategic issues. For example, new functionalities and features 

were launched to platforms within the industries that had grown. Strategic issues related to 

the number of sides or pricing structure of the platforms were not identified during COVID-

19 crisis. 

If considering strategic response and their types, Wenzel et al. (2020) have identified four 

types of strategic responses to the crisis: retrenchment, persevering, innovating and exit. 

During COVID-19 crisis, Facebook and Google followed mainly innovating type of response 

strategies. For example, high number of new features and functionalities were launched to 

their platforms during COVID-19. Also, persevering type of response strategies were 

utilized. Facebook and Google maintained the status quo (i.e. actively observing the external 

environment and keeping company structure and values consistent with social and political 

landscape) and made actions based on observations. For example, many of the platform 

government reforms were announced after years of pressure from social and political 

environment. Retrenchment or exit response strategies were not identified from the thesis 

findings. 

As an implication for regulators after studying the effects of the first year of the COVID-19 

crisis for platforms, it is likely that platforms are here to stay. Also, it seems like they will 

also define the framework for the digital business of the future. Many of the platform leaders 

have grown so powerful that it is hard to compete with them. Therefore, it would be necessary 

to concentrate regulations so that these would make the environment easier to compete rather 

than directly influencing to their value creation. For example, platform interfaces usually 
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create strategic advantages for owner of the platform company. Could these interfaces be 

regulated to bring entirely new opportunities to competing platforms? Power of the leading 

platform companies might create negative side effect. Also, it is noteworthy that platform 

leaders are at the forefront of the digital transformation and therefore some industries might 

suffer from this transformation. However, if platform leaders would not make a change, 

probably someone else would do it sooner or later. Therefore, some of the negative side 

effects brought by platform leaders might be unavoidable and caused by digital 

transformation. Regulators should consider more specifically whether things are caused by 

digital transformation or by abuse of power position of platform leaders. Therefore, abuses 

must be regulated but digital transformation prevention through regulations can easily be a 

waste of resources. Lastly, identified response strategies and rationales from Facebook and 

Google during COVID-19 are evidence that platform leaders have the capability to make 

major changes in a short time. They are willing to make changes at least in the face of 

compulsion (i.e. during a global crisis or forced by regulations). Extensive actions to provide 

common good and mitigate regulatory risk may be one-time or a new normal from platform 

leaders and therefore it is worth to monitor progress of the situation by regulators. 

6.2 Limitations 

Research related to platforms and COVID-19 are relatively new research topic and therefore 

there are not that much literature background for this. Also, this thesis investigates the periods 

Q1, Q2 and Q3 in 2020 which are the first quarters of COVID-19 crisis. Therefore this thesis 

creates more basis for platforms and COVID-19 research, with response strategies and 

rationales to initial COVID-19 outbreak rather than creating an overall picture of COVID-19 

crisis or timeline of events for whole COVID-19 crisis events by platform companies. At the 

time of publication of this thesis, the COVID-19 crisis was still ongoing, and vaccines were 

being distributed to the population in different countries. Therefore, overall picture of 

Facebook’s and Google’s response strategies and rationales to COVID-19 can be done only 

after the COVID-19 crisis. 
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Also, selection of case companies would have been done differently. Now there was 

Facebook and Google which were both winners during COVID-19 even though their 

advertising markets were decreasing from early COVID-19 pandemic. It would have been 

interesting to make similar kind of research related to ridesharing or travel & rental platforms, 

for example, Uber or Airbnb. Now, selected case companies took full advantage of the 

COVID-19 crisis, but response strategies would have revealed survival tactics in terms of 

Uber and Airbnb. 

 

6.3  Further research 

As stated before, this thesis investigated the periods Q1, Q2 and Q3 in 2020 which deals with 

COVID-19 outbreak and the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis. Therefore, this topic serves 

further research for the same period and especially for later periods in terms of response 

strategies or platform strategies. For example, Facebook and Google provided common 

goods a lot during COVID-19 outbreak in March in 2020. Whether this was one-off or were 

there similar providing of the common goods in the later stages of the COVID-19 crisis? 

Many platform companies benefited during the COVID-19, getting more traffic to their 

platform in terms of each participation group (sides of the platform). Was the popularity 

permanent or brought by temporary quarantine and social isolation? Similarly, adoption of 

digitalization was said to have gone 2-3 years ahead due to the COVID-19 crisis. Was this to 

stay or was the old practice and the way to work adopted when the COVID-19 crisis 

disappeared? 

This thesis gave insights related to Facebook and Google. After all this research, I can suggest 

making further research especially from one of the biggest winners and tailor-made company 

for the COVID-19 crisis – Amazon. As a counterweight, ridesharing platform companies and 

travel & rental companies have been struggling during COVID-19 crisis and it would be 
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interesting to see further research related to their survival platform tactics and strategies. For 

example, Uber and Airbnb could be interesting case companies to make research. 

Categorization of digital platform companies is a little researched topic even though there 

are some examples of categorization based on business models (Vekulenko & Singh, 2018) 

or principal activity (Cusumano et al., 2019). Based on Cusumano’s et al.  (2019) distinguish 

to transaction and innovation principal activities and hybrid strategy of platforms, I ended up 

wondering: Would it be possible to distinguish all the platforms that hybrid platform leaders, 

such as Facebook and Google have in its platform ecosystem? It is possible, but it would 

need extremely good knowledge about target platform ecosystem and precise definition of 

boundaries of categories. The more I understood about a particular platform company, the 

more the sub-platforms of a single platform ecosystem became more unique and complex to 

subdivide into a particular category. Therefore, this would need entirely separate research 

and I ended up mentioning this as a side note under appendices (Figure 5). All these 

suggestions to further research emphasize the fact that the topic has received little research 

and will produce many interesting research topics in the future. 
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Appendices 

 

Figure 5 Examples of platform categories. Inspired by (Aalto et al., 2020; Cusumano 
et al., 2019; Karhu et al., 2020; Vekulenko & Singh, 2018) 

Categorization of digital platform companies is a little researched topic even though there 

are some examples of categorization based on value creation through network effects (Karhu 

et al., 2020) which is also side mentioned on Aalto’s et al  (2020) research, business models 

(Vekulenko & Singh, 2018) or principal activity (Cusumano et al., 2019). Based on 

Cusumano’s et al.  (2019) distinguish to transaction and innovation principal activities and 

hybrid strategy of platforms, I ended up wondering: Would it be possible to distinguish all 

the platforms that hybrid platform leaders, such as Facebook and Google have in its platform 

ecosystem? It is possible, but it would need extremely good knowledge about target platform 

ecosystem and precise definition of boundaries of categories. Therefore, this would need 

entirely separate research and I ended up mentioning this as a side note under appendices. 


